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ABSTRACT 

This document presents a cross-jurisdictional analYSis and 
summary of results from the national evaluation of the Improved 
Lower Court Case Handling Program. The program was an LEAA effort 
to provide resources to four sites for the operation of eight components 
designed to improve the case processing of misdemeanants. The 
development, operations, use, and effects of each component are 
assessed across these sites, and a summary and ~nalysis of program 
results are provided. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In 1974. the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice designated "The Improved Handling of Misdemeanant Offenders" 
as one of its Demonstration/Replication Topics for Fiscal Year 1975. 
The program model developed by the Office of Technol;)gy Transfer 
(OTT), designated the Improved Lower Court Case Handling (ILCCH) 
program, consisted of eight components. 

Four of the components--police citation, court summons, pretrial 
release, and select offender proba.tion--repre~ented less drastic and 
less costly alternatives to traditional case processing and, thus, 
were to result in resource savings for various criminal justice agen
cies. Three compon~nts--prosecutor case screening, PROMIS, and short 
form presentence investigation reports--represented mechanisms for 
collecting information in service of more informed decision-making 
and better management and prioritization of case flow. Although the 
techniques represented in these seven components had been previously 
tested in other jurisdictions, the eighth component, the Mass Case 
Coordinator (MCC) position, was new. This individual was to be respon
sible, in part, for insuring that a management orientation and inter
agency cooperation--both central to transforming the components into 
a program--were achieved. Thus the ILCCH program embraced a set of 
specific techniques for improving case handling, it fostered a general 
management orientation via the MCC position, and it recognized that 
the development of lasting solutions to misdemeanant handling problems 
would involve coordinated efforts amongst agencies and functions. 

The processes of site selection and grant development were con
ducted rather rapidly during March-May, 1975. Seven sites were 
nominated for participation in the program and four were finally 
selected--Wilmington (New Castle County), Delav1ar~; Columbia (Richland 
County), South Carolina; Kalamazoo (Kalamazoo County), Michigan; and 
Las Vegas (Clark County), Nevada. By early August, each site had been 
awarded a grant of $250,000. It was apparent as the program began in 
each site and MCC's were hired, that the planning and analysis tasks 
necessary for efficient and effective implementation of the components 
remained to be completed. 

In order to provide a framework for summar~z~ng the experience 
of the ILCCH program across the four sites, the national evaluation 
posed four questions, selected because they circumscribe the major 
goals and issues associated with the ILCC~ program. 

Can the Criminal Justice System, Via the ILCCH Program, Offer 
Processing Alternatives Which Free System Resources? 

Four of the ILCCH components--police citation, sunmlOns, pretrial 
release, and selected offender probation--were processing alternatives 
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designed as strategies for dealing with misdemeanant offenders at 
various stages of the criminal justice process. Citation and summons 
were processing alternatives to the somewhat costly, traditional 
arrest procedures; pretrial release was an alternative to traditional 
detention and bail practices;' and selected offender probation (SOP) 
would provide judges with sentencing option in lieu of incarceration 
or unsupervised probation. By offering alternative, less drastic 
strategies for handling misdemeanant offenders, all four components 
could supposedly result in a variety of resource savings for the 
criminal justice system. ' 

For citation, summons, pretrial release and SOP, there were 
ten components implemented in the four sites. Operationally, only 
two of the ten components--pretrial release and court counseling (CC) 
in Las Ve~as--received substantial use. Of all the ILCCH components, 
the pretr~al release program in Las Vegas was the only one to result 
in substantial resource savings. 

Of the ten components implemented as processing alternatives, 
five were institutionalized. Three of these--citations and summons 
in Wilmington and citations in Kalamazoo--are procedural mechanisms 
that will continue to be employed by the police and courts although 
the extent of their use cannot be predicted. The other t\vO institu
tionalized components--SOP in Kalamazoo and CC in Las Vegas--are 
sentencing options. 

The four processing alternatives (citation, summons, pretrial 
rel~ase, and SOP) did not find the simple application as less costly 
substitutes for existing procedures as envisioned at the outset of the 
ILCCH program. This is apparent from the implementation and operational 
difficulties which beset some of the components, from the limite,d use 
and savings realized by most of the components, and from the fa'.::t that 
only five components were institutionalized. If one criterion for 
program success was lasting improvements in lower-court case handling, 
then these components, as a whole, contributed little towards success. 

Are the System Benefits Accrued Through the Use of Processing 
Alternatives Linked to Certain System and Social Costs? 

A corollary of the first question is the issue of potential 
costs that may accrue through the use of the four processing alternatives 
described above. In other words, didthe.implementation and operation 
of citations, summons, pretrial release, and SOP result in any negative 
outcomes; or costs for the criminal justice system? Alternatively, did 
the issue of potential costs affect component implementation and 
operations? 
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One area of conoern in the use of citation, summons, and pretrial 
release is the possibili;ty of a high number of failure-to-appears 
(that is, individuals released on their promise to appear in court 
and who subsequently fail to appear). This concern, however, did 
not manifest itself in any of the four ILCCH sites with respect to 
citations and summons. Essentially, this is a result of the restricted 
eligibility for issuance of citations and summons and the exercise 
of police discretion; citations and summons were mostly used for the 
most trivial misdemeanors, for first-time offenders, and for local 
residents. A more significant "cost" issue which did arise in the 
implementation of citations and summons in Wilmington and Kalamazoo 
was related to questions about the loss of the opportunity to collect 
local criminal history data on offenders issued citations or summons. 

Of the three pretrial release components implemented under the 
ILCCH program, the Las Vegas program suffered most--in fact, was 
terminated--as a result of questions related to the costs to the 
system and the public of releasing defendants on their own recognizance. 
In Columbia, both the SOP and pretrial components suffered from the gen
eral unpopularity of the component concepts ,throughout the criminal 
justice system. Fears about implementing a formal program of pretrial 
release or of selected offender probation were reflected in the informal 
nature of the programs. Some 'local criminal justice personnel remarked 
that the prevailing philosophies in Columbia were simply not accessible 
to programs like pretrial release and SOP; neither component was 
institutionalized. 

In summary, negative outcomes or costs of the type specified at 
the beginning of the program (failure-to-appears, rearrests, etc.) 
were not, with the exception of the Las Vegas pretrial program, major 
impediments to the implementation or operatio~ of these components. 
Data on FTA rates and rearrest rates indicated that these outcomes 
were not that different from those of similar programs. More 
important were the concerns of agencies regarding the loss of criminal 
history data and regarding the procedural mechanisms needed for component 
implementation and operation. 

Can the Criminal Justice System, Via the ILCCH Program, Utilize 
Screening and Information-Gathering Mechanisms Which Promote 
Better Resource Allocation and Positive System Effects? 

Three of the ILCCH components--case screening, PROMIS, and short 
form PSI reports--were designed to promot'e better resource allocation, 
better decision-making, and greater consistency in various decisions 
through the collection and use of case information. Unlike the proces
sing alternatives, these components involved the collection of infor
mation and the development of policy so that various inefficiencies 
and inconsistencies could be reduced. 
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The assessment of the extent to which these activities reached 
th~ir goals is made difficult by the fact that two of them (PROHIS 
an case screening) were not simply alternatives to eXisting 
~rocedures, . but rather mecha,nisms that inevitably would have to be 
~ntegrated ~nto the prosecutor's office as whole. Additionally, in 
all site~, the development,and implementation of PROMIS and related 
cha~ges 1n the prosecutors offices has taken almost the entire grant 
per~od. Althoug~ it ~s ~n:icipated that these new information systems 
and.procedure~ w~ll s~gn~f1cantly improve the efficiency of prosecu
tor1al operat10ns, no evaluation was possible in most cases. 

The two most significant inf~rmation-gathering components in 
terms ~f use and impact during the ILCCH program, were the cas~ 
screen1Ilg.component in Columbia and the presentence report in Las 
Vegas, .wh1ch w~s part of the court counseling (CC) program. Case 
screen1ng was 1ntroduced into the Solicitor's Office in Columbia a d 
for.t~e firs: time~ cases were screened prior to indictment. In n , 
add1t~on.t~ 1ffiprOv1ug the quality of case dispositions, screening 
ha~ ~1gn1f~cantly rE~duced the number. of pending cases. The ava; 1-
ab~l~ty of presentence reports as part of the CC program has me;nt 
that, fo: the ~irst t~m:, lower court judges have reliable information 
for use ~n.mak~ng dec~s~ons regarding assignment to the CC program 
and regard~ng final sentencing. 

. Almost all of the procedural changes and new information systems 
~ntroduce~ as part.of the ILCCH program will be institutionali2ed. 
Only the ~ntroduct~on of screening into the lower courts of New 
Castle Count~ failed to be institutionalized. Thus, these components, 
whi:e ~roduc1ng few of the immediate benefits anticipated at the 
~eg~nn~ng of the program and while not always misdemeanor-specific 
~n na:ure, will ~robably produce longer-term improvements in case 
handl~ng. (specif~cally, prosecutorial operations) than the processing 
altern~t~ves discussed above. However, the integrated operation of 
screen~ng and PROMIS, designed to be the "heart" of th . ~ e management-
or~ented approach of the ILCCH program, was not demonstrated as part 
of the ILCCH program in any of the sites. 

Can the Criminal Justice System, Via the ILCCH Program, Imple
ment ~ Formal Coordinating Function Which Will Insure System 
Effic~ency Through the Development of Interagency Communication 
and Cooperation? 

. This question, more than the other three, addresses the central 
~ssu: of the ILCCH program--the extent to which improved management 
and ~~teragency coordination can produce better lower-court case 
hand11ng. The central question, then, is whether the series of 
discrete practices and proc·edures represented by the components worked 
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together to produce a program. In this sense, the critical focus is 
the performance of the Mass Case Coordinators (MCCB) and the nature 
of program structure that evolved with the MCC role. 

There is no doubt that Kalamazoo was the only site that pursued 
and achieved the kind of MCC role and coordinating mechanisms deemed 
essential to the effective implementation of a lower courts' program. 
It was obvious early in the program that the other sites either had 
no conception of ho\V' to achieve an effective MCC role and/or had no 
intention of creating one. Instead an individual was hired, given 
the MCC position, and assigned varied and often ambiguous duties and 
powers. The difference between Kalamazoo and the other sites was 
clearly reflected by the failure of the other sites to maintain an 
operating advisory or coordinating group to support the MCC, even 
though all sites originally developed such a group. 

In Kalamazoo, the key to the creation of a viable MCC role was 
the establishment of an interested and committed Coordinating Council 
consisting of members of all criminal justice agencies likely to be 
affected by the proposed components. Component design and imple
mentation was the function of working subcommittees of Council 
members, thus promoting interagency communication and cooperation. 
The Council served as a policy and review board, examining and pro
viding direction for the work of the subcommittees and the MCC. The 
Council's regular meetings provided a continuous forum for discussions 
of component plans, progress made in component implementation, and 
of a range of other lower court issues not strictly within the province 
of the ILCCH program. 

In sum, in three of the sites, a viable MeC role did not evolve, 
nor did a program, as such, transpire. Only in Kalamazoo did misde
meanant case handling receive an inter-agency and inter-jurisdictional 
examination and did coordination oe'c.ur to anY' degree. Even in Kala
mazoo,however, it can be misleading to speak of an ILCCH program, 
because even there, the relationships between the components remained 
tenuous at best. In no sites was an MCC position institutionaliz,pd. 
In Kalamazoo, however, attempts are underway to institutionalize an 
interagency council, a mechanism that proved more significant than 
any of the MCC positions. 

It is obvious that the ILCCH program resulted in a diversity of 
individual site and component processes and results. As such, the 
findings below are necessarily generalizations from the variability 
of the program experience. 

• The processes of component/program planning and development 
were conducted rapidly and often without sufficient analysis 
of local need, existing procedures, or agency interest • 
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• In many cases component implementation proved to be a 
difficult and time-consuming process, because of a lack of 
planning, a lack of agency interest, or because of the com
plexity of the component (as with PROMIS) and the system 
itself • 

• The four processing alternatives--citation, summons, pre
trial release, and selected offender probation--were often 
implemented in a limited form, and (with the exception of 
pretrial release and court counseling in Las Vegas) achieved 
limited use and savings; only five of these components were 
institutionalized. 

• The three information-processing activities--case screening, 
PROMIS, and sho~t form presentence investigation reports-
were implemented\;"in various forms but, in no sites, did they 
operate together to produce the kind of management of case 
flow envisioned (case screening in Columbia was a partial 
exception); PROMIS implementation took almost the whole grant 
period in all sites and cDntributed little to the program 
demonstration. 

• The operation of a viable Mass Case Coord.inator role and a 
coordinating council only occurred in Kal~~azoo, where the 
council proved to be an effective mechanism promoting inter
agency cooperation and communication. The other ;ites either 
had no conception of how to implement a coordinating function 
or no interest. 

• Overall, the program mostly resulted in a few localized 
improvements, but failed to bring about increased awareness 
of misdemeanant processing, more interagency coordination 
in pursuit of greater efficiency, or improved management. 
Thus, with the exception of Kalamazo6, there \V'as no demonstra
tion of the program's central goal. 

Despite this overall failure to demonstrate the program's central 
goal, there were components in all sites that resulted in significant 
improvements in case handling. The most notable of these were: 

• the Las Vegas pretrial release Gomponent--which 
facilitated the release on recognizance of a large number of 
detainees; brought greater equity to pretrial release decisions; 
and resulted in savings in detention costs. 
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the Las Vegas CC component--which gave lower court_ 
judges a deferred sentencing oPtion~ allowed d~f~nf r 

dants to receive counseling or servJ.ce referra : o .. e 
sentencing; and prov~ded judges with PSI informatJ.on to 
use in sentencing; and 

the Columbia case screening component--which b~ought 
. ·bJ.·lity to the Solicitor's OffJ.ce; chargJ.ng responsJ. . . h 

reduced the backlog of cases and J.mproved : e 
, quality of dispositions by weeding out merJ.tless 

cases. 

In addition to the immediate benefits of these.components, ~t 
. d that the program has resulted J.n changes whJ.ch, 

should be recognJ.ze . im rovements, should 
while not producing any d~ama:J.ct~~O~~~~~:m inPboth specific and 
produce better case handlJ.ng J.n 1 .' 'd Las Vegas the introduc-

W·l· t n Ka amazoo an , 
general ways. In J. mJ.ng 0 'd for'the issuance of citations 
tion of new forms and/or pr~ce ures .~ f these arrest alter-
and/or summons should co~trJ.b~te ~~v~r~:~~~eU~:m~liar with the use 
natives in the future. gencJ.es .. for their use have 
of these alternatives, have developed ~olJ.cJ.es h' and'have 
be un to recognize the potential benefJ.ts from t J.s.use, 
be~ome aware of factors limiting both use and benefJ.ts. 

Perhaps more significantly, all four sites have mad~ ch~n~:s 
'. ) in the information systems emp oye J. 

(dramatic, J.n som; cas:s Alth h it is difficult to anticipate 
local prosecutors offJ.ces. ou~ . d . f PROMIS 
the broad changes that will result teom the J.ntro uctJ.o~ 0 d 
or PROMIs-related methods, capabi1itie~ for dat~e~a~~e:~~gf~~r sites. 
aggregation and case management are beJ.ng expan i d 
There was no component in the ILCCHprogram that requ re as many 
.. and as much time or commitment as PROMIS. resources 

The results of the program were shaped by a range of factors that 
adversely influenced the processes of componen~ and pr~gram development, 
implementation, and operation. These factors J.ncluded. 

8 the lack of a real or specific need for a particular 
component in the criminal justice system or in an agency; 

• the limited effective capability to implement, manage 
and "sell" a program; 

• the lack of interest and commitm~nt of specific 
individuals or agencies sufficient to make changes in 
existing procedures; 

a Variety f legal and procedural restrictions related. 
• 0 d its operatl0ns; and either to the component or to an agency an 
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• attitudes and perceptions of ILCCR program and agency 
personnel related to the undesirability or costs inherent 
in certain components. 

If one examines the variables listed above, however, it is 
apparent that their saliency in the program was largely determined by 
two processes; these were the processes of program definition and of 
site selection conducted at the national level. 

Although ILCCH was represented as a "program," in reality it was 
essentially a collection of previously tested elements, designated as 
a "program" by the simple fact of ·the inclusion of a coordination posi
tion, the Mass Case Coordinator (MCC). The selection of the seven 
components which had been previously employed in other jurisdictions 
had no explicit rationale except that they spanned criminal processing 
from arrest to sentencing and, in one way or another, could address 
the problems of "assemply-line justice." A multitude of other pro
cedural alternatives could have been specified to fit the sam~ criteria. 

The ~ssurance that the ILCCR program would be a "program," 
rather than a set of discrete practices, was embodied in the MCC 
position. l'his individual, who was to work for the entire system and 
not just an agency, would integrate program efforts and develop a 
cooperative venture for the criminal justice agencies involved. Yet, 
with no real clarification of his role, without specified tasks, and 
with no base of power, the Mee role proved to be a bogus designation. 
The goals of inter-agency cooperation and communication in pursuit of 
common purposes were not new to the criminal justice community; the 
many and varied impediments and disincentives to these goals would 
hardly vanish by designating an individual as the solution. 

The Kalamazoo experience provides a clear indication that the 
key to implementing a viable MCe role--one that would have broad 
agency support, and clearly defined powers and responsibilities--Iay 
in the operation of a committed, inter-agency council. It seems 
evident, in retrospect, that only such a.group could provide broad 
and representative support for a coordinating function. Additionally, 
while the Mec was concerned with the specifics of component implemen
tation, the council could assume the broader responsibilities of 
examining misdemeanant processing in its totality and acting outside 
of the specific program parameters. Thus, an inter-agepcy coordinating 
council should have been mandated as the central element of the ILLCR 
program with the Mee serving as the "action arm" of the council. In 
this way, the coordinating function would have been formally embodied 
in and conducted by all agencies, rather than becoming the somewhat 
unrealistic mission of a single individual. 
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In addition to the lack of a clear program concept and viable 
mechanisms for coordination, the ILCCH program suffered from the 
limited and non-flexible nature of the components represented. 
Although all of the seven components might offer something to improve 
case processing, the program experience made it clear that many of 
them were not relevant or useful to specific agencies in specific 
jurisdic.tions and, thus, should not have been attempted. , All of the 
jurisdictions wasted some resources trying to implement certain 
components. Additionally, because the seven components were the 
program, the MCC often adopted the narrower framework of component
by-component implementation rather than examining processing needs-and 
procedures in general. 

There was no reason why a wider range of procedural and 
information-gathering mechanisms and strategies could not have been 
offered as part of the program, with the sites choosing amongst them 
to develop a "tailor-made" program. As mentioned earlier, courtroom 
operations--obviously, a critical juncture in case processing--were 
not targeted by the program. Thus, problems like jury utilization, 
witness management, docketing, and so on were not addressed despite 
their obvious relevance to the issue of "assembly-line justice." 
The whole question of trial delay and strategies designed to address 
delay were never mentioned. 

Instead of encouraging the sites to examine the complexities and 
and problems of their own lower courts and procedures for handling mis
demeanants, the seven components tended to induce the same approach to 
the program that was inherent in the program concept. By conducting 
a detailed analysis of procedures and problems in lower-court case 
handling, by selecting a "tailor-made" set of needed components, and 
by specifying the manner in which existing procedures would be augmented 
or integrated with new techniques to address problems, the sites might 
well have moved further toward integrated solutions to misdemeanor case 
handling problems, Finally, the inter-agency councils could have been 
the vehicles for all of these activities, giving credence to the impor
tance of misdemeanors, misdemeanants, and the lower courts in the 
criminal justice system. 

The second process to affect program outcomes in a major way was 
that of site selection. The time frame for the program dictated th~t 
both site selection and grant application take place in an extremely 
short period of time. The haste with which these processes were con
ducted, and the necessity of having at least four sites participate, 
meant £irst, that some Elites would be selected in the absence q£ evidence 
of interest or capability and, second, that all of the sites would begin 
the program with almost no analysis of misdemeanor case processing 
problems or explicit plans for component implementation. 
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, The most obvious errors in site selection were the " 
ln~lude Wilm~ngton and Columbia in the program. There w::c~:~~~sa~o 
eVlde~ce ~f lnterest or commitment on ,the part of criminal justice y 
agencles It; New Castle County and, in many cases, there was little 
~n~erstandl~g,of the components and their purposes. The program 
o~tcomes--Ilmlted component implementation, use, and institutionaliz _ 
tlon--were not unexpected given the low interest in the ILCCH a 
in New Castle County. Columbia also evidenced limited interes~r~~ram 
most of the components' ' f t \ - , ln ac, two of the, components - citations and 
summons - could not be implemented under st~te law More;m t 
ther l'ttl ' . ~ por ant e was 1, ,e eVldence of a strong capability to implement a ' 
~~o~ram,r~qu~r~ng ~road agency Support and cooperation. The fact that 
,s crlm~na JUstlce agencies (including the courts) were never . 
ld~v?l;red ln, the Columbia ILCCH program or aware of it, reflected the 
a mlnlstratlon and man t r h 
What did survive ;n COlagemb~n 0 t he program by the Solicit~r's Office, 

~ urn la were t e two co t I 
cutional operations, -PROMIS and case scree ,mp~nell s r: ated to prose-
never got out of the Solicitor's Off' nlng, otherwlse the program - lce. 

Las Vegas and Kalamazoo suffered more from the limited nature 
~f the :ompo~ents o~fered than from any lack of commitment or ca abil
lty. W~th ~J.ttle tlme for analysis or planning, both sites wentP 
ahead wlth lmplementation of all components only to- f; d ' 
cas I" t d ,~n , ln some 
,es, lml e need for a component. Las Vegas was the onl site 

w~th ~owe: co~rts characterized by "massive caseloads" and r.assembl _ 
lln~ ~UStlC~, ,and the ILCCH program simply could not offer the y 
addltlonal,Judl~ial resources or institute the type of organizational 
and/or leglslatlve changes needed to remedy this problem. 

. fl I~b~um, the ILCCH program began with a limited and rather 
ln eXl e pro~ram c~ncept consisting of a set of procedures and 
~:ocesses for lmprovlng case handling and a coordinating position 

l;ren.a program of this sort, successful demonstration of even th~ 
maJorlty of the components, much less the coordinating function 
demanded an extremely comprehensive and analytical site selecti' 
~~~~:~s;a ~~~tead si7e selection and grant preparation were con~n 

py and wlthout careful analysis so that th / 
~~m~onent i~p~ementation often took place in a confuse~ ~~~~~~:ment 
, gency dlslnterestand misunderstandings complicated by th 
lnte~-agency ~nd inter-jurisdictional natur~ of the program ;h 

~~:~i~u;~~n:li::~~~n of limi~ed implementation, use, saving~, an~ 

~::~;!:e~~t~~~;::S!~~d~~!e~::~f:~;~~~~~~!~i:~~~e~;~~;;~:::~;:pro-
lze slgnlflcant use and resource savings. With the exception of 
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Kalama~oo, however, none of the sites demonstrated even minimally 
the major goal of the program--improved case handling through a 
m~nagement.-oriented approach which capitalizes on the interdependen
c~es 0: th: system and fosters greater inter-agency cooperation and 
commun~cat~on. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Lower Courts 

The lack of significance or attention typically accordede the 

lower courts--variousl}' kn<?~~'3~magistrate, justice of the peace, 
<::::-:-:~---

municipal, qistrict, police, or county courts-.,..reflects both the 

fact'of their limited jurisdiction and the comparatively petty nature 

of the of f ens.es they encompass. However, even a cur sory examination 

of the number of individuals who ·come into contact with the lower 

courts and are affected by them, and of tQe volume of cases they han

dle, reveals these courts as a major social institution. 

It is estimated that 90 percent of all cases are handled in the 

lower courts; mill,ions of individuals pass through these c,ourts as 

defendants, complainants, witnesses, and observers. For most of these 

people, who will never become familiar with other courts, the lower 

courts are the justice system, representing the power of the law to 

control behavior and to bring about order. As such, these courts 

exert a socializing (or alienating) influence in the same way as 

other social institutions--the family, the church, or the schools. 

The legal decisions of these courts can affect the lives of 

individuals in myriad ways. The courts typically make bail decision.s 

and determine probable cause; decide whether complaints or arrest 

warrants are to be issued; determine guilt or innocence; and make 

use of a wide range of dispositional alternatives including dismissal, 

jail, probation, or social s.ervices. The impact of these decisions 

on an individual's economic or financial well-being, his personal 

and social status, his freedom, his relationship to society--in sum, 

his life.,--are obvious. 

. Finally, the significance of the lower courts in the prevention 

and deterrence of crime can be great. Although the offenses dealt 
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with by these courts are relatively minor, it is a fact that most 

serious, criminal offenders begin their careers with misdemeanors 

and experience their first contact with the criminal justice system 

in the lower courts. The use of diversion or rehabilitative alter

natives can help prevent minor offenders from further criminal develop

ment, just as the use of jail sentences and fines can (in some cases) 

deter crime. 

As early as 1931 (the Wickersham Commission)~l), the problems and 

nature of the operations of the lower courts had been well documented. 

In 1967, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra

tion of Criminal Justice again described the same problems noted in 

the studies of the 1920.'s and 1930.'s: 

The Commission has been shocked by what it has 
seen in some lower courts. It has seen cramped 
and noisy courtrooms, undignified and perfunctory 
procedures, and badly trained personnel. It has 
seen dedicated people who are frustrated by huge 
caseloads, by the lack of opportunity to examine 
cases carefully, and by the impossibility of 
devising constructive solutions to the problems (2) 
of offenders. It has seen assembly-line justice. 

By now, characterizations of lower court operations--noting rote pro

cedures, pervasive guilty pleas, lack of due process, disrespect for 

defendants and shabby tr.:e.atment of all participants, inattention to 
~ ", 

individuals, discrimination, and even corruption--seem banal. 

While the descriptions of abuses and problems characterizing 

misdemeanor justice have often been long and complex, the accounts 

of the genesis of these problems have usually been brief, simple, 

and consistent--the lower courts are overworked. The President's 

Commission noted, "A central problem of many lower courts is the 

gross disparity between the number of cases and the personnel and 

facilities available to deal with them. ,,(3) Given the volume of 
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cases and limited resources, it ~s argued 
• that it is inevitable that 

the rapid disposal of cases should become 
the modus operandi of these 

courts and that individuals and 
cases should be trivialized. 

Thus, the orthodox account 

almost entirely on inadequate 

large and growing caseloads. 

of lower court problems has focused 

resources and staffing in the face of 

Occasionally, the decentralized and/or 
limited administration of these cpurts, 

bility, or their low presti.ge are also 
factors. This conventional wisdom has 

their political suscepti

proffered as contributing 

were unified, if J"udges wer ltd 
argued that, "If the courts 

e se ec e strictly on merit, if officials 
were better trained, if salaries were " 

such as drunkeness were 
ra~sed, and if petty offenses 

lower courts would 

just society.,,(4) 

removed from the criminal courts, then the 

become bastions of legality and monuments to a 

The increasing saliency of lower court problems and 
tional explanations f th the conven-

or ese problems together provided 
context for the development by the essential 

the LEAA of the Improved Lower Court 
Case Handling (ILCCH) program. 

1.2 The Program Concept 

In .1974, the National I t" 
" ns ~tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 

Just~ce (NILECJ) deSignated "The Improved Handl~ng 
• of Misdemeanant 

Offenders" as one of its Demonstration/Repl~cat~on 
• • Topics for Fiscal 

Year 1975. A program would be developed by the Office of 
Technology 

Transfer (OTT) that would integrate "a number 
of elements that have 

been successfully employed for the purpose 
fication, 

demeanant 

of improving the classi
processing, referral, adjudication, and treatment of mis
offenders."(S) 
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model developed by the OTT, designated 
The composite program 

Court Case Handling (ILCCH) program, consisted of 
the Improved Lower 

These eight components or techniques--almost all 
eight components. . (6) ib' roj ects 

f them derived from a Prescriptive Package descr ~ng P 
o m~sdemeanor offenders--consisted of the following: 
which targeted ..... 

f / 

, t" The citation procedure substitutes 
a. pol'l.ce Cita ~o~. 'ces for court app.earance in lieu 

the issuance 0 .... not~ 'ailing for certain categi;;ries of 
of formal arrest an J lice 

, ' Ite rimary purpose is to save po 
m~nor cr~es. bP 'd' g lengthy arrest procedures. 
time and manpower Y avo~ ~n ~ . 

Th' rocedure is similar to the 
b. c~urt ,su~on~~ in~~h~t it allows an offender to appear 

c~tat~on ys cified time in lieu of arrest. The 
in court at a spe b th 

, l.'ssued by the court rather than y e 
summons ~s h ent ional 
police and offers an alternative to t e conv 
warrant procedure. 
PROMIS (prosecutor's Management Information Slst~): 

c. PROMIS is a management information tool, deve oPle 
b d stem that enab es initially as a computer- ase sy , , 

collection of information on each case as ~t movFes 
, ffice and the court. rom 

through the prosecutor s 0 be identified for special 

~~~e!~~~n~O~~~~~~~~n~:S:~dc~~se flow can be ~onitored, 
and prosecutory management generally improve • 

. , 1 tematic screening of 
d. Case Screenl.ng: The ear y, sys, ffice for factors 

iminal caseq by the prosecutor s 0 
cr as Ie al~sufficiency, appropriateness of charges, 

:~~~icienc; of eviden:e, and witnes~ c~~~;~~~~~~nc~~ 
facilitate reduction ~n caseloads, ~de 
significant cases, disposition of cases, etc. 

e. Pretrial Release: This practice :nables ~ef~~!:n~~ bail 

~~ ~:t::~~~:dp~:v~~:~O~~la~~~~~~~~:n~:~i~; isfrtech:ived 
" d f fli ht. The use 0 ~s 

regarding the l~kelihoo 0, ~ d t and allows 
procedure reduces costs of Jai~~ng,defe~ ~~. ~amilies. 
them to continue jobs and rema~n w~th t e, 
Al it eliminates much of the economic ~balance 
af;~~ting the poor that is inherent in ·the bail system. 
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f. Short Form Presentence Reports: By focusing on informa
tion that is used most often by a jurisdiction's judges 
and by eliminating most psychiatric and psychological 
data, presentence investigations and reports can be 
shortened to permit ,more knowledgeable sentencing deci
sions fc.;r greater numbers of defendants. 

g. Selected Offender Probation: Establishing a program 
that provides highly supervised probation for selected 
misdemeanant offenders offers judges .an additional 
sentencing alternative. Such a program creates a 
middle-level alternative ,less harsh than incarceration 
and more stringent than unsupervised probation. 

h. Mass Case Coordinator: The task of the Mass Case 
Coordinator is to work with police, prosecution, 
court, probation, and corrections personnel to imple
ment the elements or techniques of the Improved Lower 
Court Case Handling program and to oversee case pro
cessing across functional lines. The coordinator 
may also act as planner, director of interagency proj
ects, and problem solver for the entire system.(7) 

The selection of these particular techniques was guided in part 

by a number of problems, some identified by the President's Commission 

on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Criminal Justice as 

characteristic of misdemeanant processing. These problems included: 

• the large amount of police time spent arresting and 
booking petty offenders; 

• the lack of screening capabilities at the misdemeanor 
level for differentiating offenders in terms of 
seriousness, and cases in terms of their legal 
sufficiency; 

• the lack of information for sentencing and the lack 
of sentencing options for lower court judges; and 

• the large size of misdemeanant probation caseloads, 
resulting in minimal supervision. 

There is no doubt that most of the e'ight component techniques 

specifically targeted problems like those above. At the same time, 

these techniques, excepting the Mass Case Coordinator (MCC), had 

already been tried in other jurisdictions and had been the subject 
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of empirical studies. In this sense, then, the implementation and 
\\ 

testing of these techniques in new jurisdictions clearly represented 

replication as opposed to demonstration. 

What remained to be demonstrated, however, was that these com

ponents could be successfully integrated into a program whose effects 

and benefits would exceed those resulting from the implementation of 

a set of discrete and localized improvements •. In this respect, 

the Mass Case Coordinator (MCC) was the critical program element. 

This individual was to be responsible, in part, for insuring that a 

management orientation and interagency and inter-component coordina

tion, both central to transforming the components into a program, were 

achieved. Thus, the program was ambitious insofar as it hoped "to 

engage police, prosecutors, courts, probation, and corrections 

agencies in a cooperative venture to improve the handling of lower 

. . 1 "ases ,,(8) The program assumed that if case handling court crlmlna ~ ••• 

improvements were t.O be meaningful and lasting, their" development and 

ld ha t ha Y tem wl'de fo"'us, recognizing implementation wou ve 0 ve ass - ~ 

the interdependencies of criminal justice agencies. 

As noted earlier, the program concept accepted that the central 

problem in case handling was the size of caseloads and the limi,ted 

system resources available for processing these cases. However, the 

$200,000 in funds to be made available to each demonstration site 

for program implementation was designed to demonstrate that scarce 

public resources could be used more efficiently, not that ~ resources 

per se could solve case handling problems.. Again the key to this 

f · . the component t. echniques, the overall improved ef lclency was 

management orientation, and interagency cooper~i'ion. Ultimately what 

was to be implemented and institutionalized in each site was not 
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more personnel or equipment, but new and better methods of handling 

cases--methods that recognized the scarce resources available to the 

criminal justice system. 

Thus, the concept behind the ILCCH program embraced both specific 

criminal justice techniques and a more general management orientation. 

It was, however, recognized that the exact nature of the planning and 

implement.ed stra\tegies would necessarily vary from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction. 

It was noted early in program development that the "program 

package developed by OTT does not include major elements of the 

lower court system. such as the public defender, jury utilization, 

or actual courtroom operations.,,(9) It was also clear that the pro

gram did not specifically have an anti-crime or deterrence objective. 

Finally, there was no consideration within the program concept of 

more fundamental problems circumscribing the operations of the lower 

courts. In the last few years, court analysts and researchers have 

directed more attention tOlV'ards the perSistently negative image of the 

lower courts and their function and, more importantly, critical con

flicts amongst the various roles played by these courts. (10) Both 

the low status (within and outside the criminal justice system) accorded 

misdemeanors and the courts that process them, and the variety of func

tions manifest in these, courts (social-rehabilitative, legal, political, 

etc.) have been seen as more significant problems than large caseloads 

or limited resources. 

1.3 Site Selection and Grant Development 

If the process of program development had been conducted rather 

rapidly by the OTT in late 1974 and early 1975, the program start date 

of late 1975 meant that site selection and grant development would 

also be conducted hastily. Grant proposals had to be submitted by 
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May 15, 1975. The OTT's goal was to fund five demonstration sites for 

eighteen months at a level of $200,000 each. The program concept had 

been sent to the court specialists in each of the LEAA's ten Regional 

Offices and they were asked to nominate sites. Although the sites were 

originally to be cities meeting a number of general criteria (including 

a population size of 100,000 to 500,000; a lack of significant political 

problems; the presence of crime problems and/or large misdemeanor case

loads; and a prior successful completion of a state or federal grant), 

the OTT decided that counties would provide a more appropriate program

matic context, because they were thought to have unified court systems. 

By March 1975, seven sites had been nominated~-New Castle county 

(Wilmington), Delaware; Richland ·County (Columbia) ~ South Carolina; 

Kalamazoo County (Kalamazoo), Michigan; Kent County (Grand Rapids), 

Michigan; Bernallilo County (Albuquerque), New Mexico; Clark County 

(Las Vegas), Nevada; and Pierce County (Tacoma), Washington. The 

Institute for Law and Social Research (INSLAW), which had been involved 

in the definitiort of the program concept, received a contract to visit 

the proposed sites, and to assess their interest and system capability 

for successful implementation. Given that five sites were to be funded, 

INSLAW's task was to recommend five of the seven sites. 

B~cause only one site could be selected from any LEAA Region 

and because Region V had nominated two sites (Kalamazoo and Kent '., 

Counties), it 'lias clear, before site selection began, that one of 

them would be rej ected. The actual process of site selection involved 

the INSLAW assessment visit, ~ discussion between INSLAW and the OTT 

concerning the site, and an almost immediate decision by the OTT to 

solicit a grant, application. This type of rapid grant solicitation by 

the OTT reflected the short period of time available for grant develop

ment (around two months), and the fear that it might not find five 
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~ s r~ef period. especially sites for the dem. onstration with~n thi b . 

~ program rece~ve in some sites. given the "lukewarm" recept~ on the . d 

Site selection took place in March and April, 1975. When INSLAW 

visited the first site, Wilmington, it found criminal justice agency 

personnel uninformed about the nature of the program.(ll) Thus, 

instead of assessing New Castle County interest, INSLAW briefed agency 

personnel on the program and left without conducting an assessment, 

although interest was apparently low. Shortly afterward, the site was 

selected by the OTT in the absence of any formal site evaluation. 

The decision to solicit a grant application from Wilmington was based 

largely on the recommendation of the Regional Office courts specialist 

who described New Castle County as an ideal site for the demonstration 

and who vouched personally for local interest. 

At the next site, Columbia 

concepts was again rather weak. 

, receptivity for many of the component 

Indeed, two components, citation and 

summons, were legally precluded in South Carolina; however, there 

appeared to be some interest in the overall management orientation 

~ g~ng 0 e ~rector of the State and in .the MCC concept. W~th the ur' f th D' 

Planning Agency, another immediate decision was made by the OTT to 

solicit a grant application. 

The next three sites se1ected--Kalamazoo, Albuquerque, and 

Las Vegas--exhibited interest in many of the components and strong 

local capabilities that suggested they could demonstrate the ~verall 

concept. Reinfor,cing this view was the fact that some of the compo

nent techniques were already in use in these sites, in one form or 

another. Given the rapidity of the selec'tion process, it turned out 

acoma; ~ve sites had been selected. that by the time INS LAW visited T ' f' 

The INSLAW assessment, however, indicated that Tacoma would not be a 

particularly good demonstration site. 

9 



(12) d . The INSLAW assessment report, whose recommen at10ns were 

consistent with the OTT's solicitations, was not published until 

June and was clearly after the fact. Because grant applications had 

to be submitted by May, the'OTT solicited grant applications almost 

h · "t In the cases of Columbia and immediately after eac s~te v~s~ • 

Wilmington, these solicitations were made in the absence of any clear 

indication of local criminal justice agency interest. Thus a rational 

site selection process--involving the application of explicit criteria 

to the set of sites and then, se1ection-·-was never conducted. For 

that reason, Tacoma, which INSLAW later indiceted as clearly pref

erable to Columbia, did not receive serious consideration since the 

first five sites (necessarily excluding one from Region V) had a1rekdy 

been solicited. 

The report did contain a number of insights that would prove 

h f h per4ence First, it stated that predictive of muc 0 t e program ex ~ • 

"INSLAW evaluators concluded that in only two of the seven jurisdic

tions they visited can a systematic program be readily introduced 

envi",sioned by this into the spectrum of criminal justice agencies 

,,(13) These two sites were Kalamazoo and Las Vegas. Second, program. 

the report made clear that across the sites, interest was generally 

limited to only a few components of the eight proposed and that there 

was apprehension about federally funded projects in general. Finally, 

the report noted that the program goal of interagency cooperation 

argued (in a pragmatic way) for limiting the program to cities 

instead of counties where the number of participating agencies could 

be overwhelming. 

The grant applications receiv.ed from the five sites by the OTT 

in May 1975 reflected both the brief time period for grant preparation 

and, to some extent. local interest and c~pabiH,ty for the program. 

The Wilmington grant application was developed by the Delaware Agency 
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to Reduce Crime with no input from those agencies likely to be 

involved in component development and implementation. Component plans 

had no specificity; instead it was proposed that the selected MCC 

would work with a steering committee to analyze the misdemeanant ' 

processing system, after which component plans would be developed. 

Similarly, the Columbia grant application did not describe lower 

court needs and problems or provide specific ,plans for component 
implementation. 

The Kalamazoo and Las Vegas grant applications provided much 

greater detail on their lower court systems, particular problems 

within those systems, and the nature of component implementation plans. 

Even in these grant applications, though, component plans reflected 

a great deal of guesswork simply because time was not available to 

thoroughly analyze the viability of the application of the component 

techniques in terms of specific agencies 

Albuquerque grant application included a 

(including the purchase of equipment and 

and their needs. The 

number of program plans 

the hiring of a misdemeanor 
prosecutor) t~at did not conform to the ILCCH program guidelines 

and eventually was rejected. 

By early August, four sites--Wilmington, Columbia, Kalamazoo, 

and Las Vegas--had been awarded grants of $250,000 rather than the 

original $200,000 (the extra $50,000 being provided from the funds 

at first inteiided for the fifth site Albuquerque). It. , r\ was apparent 
as the program began in each site and the MCC's were hired, however, 

that the planning and analysis tasks necessary for efficient and 

effective implementation of the eight components rema~ed to be com
pleted. 
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1.4 The National-Level Evaluation 

In March 1976, The METREK Division of The MITRE Corporation con

\'racted to conduct the national-level evaluation of the ILCCH program. 

The proposed MITRE/METREK4 evaluation was based in part on an earlier 

evaluation plan (14) which attempted to take "the surfeit of vague, 

undefined pr~gram obj ect ives II (15) and to organize and delineate them 

on a component-by-component basis. Although ·it was clear that compo

nents would be adapted in each site in accord with local needs, the 

MITRE/METREK plan(16) necessarily assumed that the component techniques 

would be of a specified nature and would serve explicit purposes. 

Although the evaluation plans would need to be modified along with 

local plans, these .assumptions were necessary for a preliminary state

ment of data elements, measures, and analyses. 

The ~rrTRE/METREK evaluation plan also assumed a criminal justice 

system perspective. Although program literature had made mention of 

a wide range of benefits--including improved citizen relationships, 

time and resource savings for citizens, and better processing for 

defendants--the evaluation plan specifically addressed system uses, 

system outcomes, and system cost savings. In effect, the attempt was 

to construct an evaluation that was realistic with regard to what the 

components could achieve and what could reasonably be measured during 

the eighteen-month evaluation period. 

The national evaluation was to produce three types of analyses-

component, site, and program-wide (see Figure 1). Using the individual 

component evaluations as the building-blocks for these analyses, a 

wide range of qualitative and quantitative data would be collected 

to serve a variety of information and knowledge needs. Qualitative 

data would serve to provide descriptions of component and program 

processes including planning, implementation, operations, and 
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institutionalization. Quantitative data would be used to assess the 

outcomes, effects, and potential savings resulting from component 

utili:::ation. 

Site visits to each locale provided the opportunity to collect 

information directly from personnel associated with ILCCH and other 

criminal justice agencies. This information was supplemented by 

documentation supplied by the Mass Case Coordinators. The collection 

of quantitative data was the responsibil'ity of the local evaluator 

in each site, although MITRE/METREK was to provide assistance and 

guidance regarding required data,. In many cases the responsibility 

for specific data collection was delegated to ILCCH component per

sonnel, criminal justice personnel, or the MCC. The data collected 

in each site was a function of the efforts of those individuals 

responsible for the data, the cooperation of local system personnel, 

and the availability of the data itself. The end of May 1976, was 

the cutoff date for the collection of data. 

The first analysis perspective, that of the four sites, provided 

the opportunity to individually summarize and evaluate the experience 

of each site with the eight components and the program as a whole. 

The four site evaluation documents, (17) which describe these analyses, 

provide much of the basic information for this report. 

The present document presents the results of the two other 

types of analyses--the inter-site analysis of each of the eight 

components and the program-wide analysis. The next eight chapters 

of this document provide the inter-site examination of each component, 

including the Mass Case Coordinator. The·£inal two chapters provide 
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the programwide analysis which is oriented toward summarizing the 

experience and effects of the four sites in terms of four major 

questions: 

• Can the criminal justice system, via the ILCCH 
program, offer processing alternatives which free 
system resources? 

• Are the system benefits accrued through the use of 
processing alternatives linked to certain system and 
social costs? 

• Can the criminal justice system, via the ILCCH 
program, utilize screening and information-gathering 
mechanisms which promote better resource allocation 
and positive system effects? 

• Can the system implement a formal coordinating 
function which will insure system efficiency through 
the development of inter-agency communication and 
coordination? (18) 
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2.0 POLICE CITATION 

2.1 The Component Concept 

The police citation procedure had been endorsed by the National 

Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals in its 

report on the courts. (19) Police citation was selected for inclusion 

in the ILCCH program because its use for criminal misdemeanors pro

mised a number of benefits consistent with the overall program goals. 

The issuance of a citation ticket, in lieu of formal arrest or as a 

post-arrest procedure, would obviate the necessity of transporting 

arrestees to the station for booking and detention procedures. In 

this way, police time would be saved as well as time and resources 

required for temporary detention. Theoretically, these savings could 

result in better manpower and resource utilization by the police. 

In addition to direct system benefits, minor offenders would not 

have to suffer the indignities or the practical problems caused by 

formal a~rest, booking, and detention. This promised improvements 

in police-community relations. 

In many ways, the citation concept was an extension of the 
, (20) Manhattan Bail, and Summons ProJects which demonstrated that many 

offenders 'could be safely released and their court appearance reason

ably assured without money bond, if these offenders were character

ized by strong community ties. Thus, the citation expands the 

notions of stationhouse ~nd pretrial release to the field arrest. 

Instead of taking persons into physical custody and physically trans

porting them to the police station for processing, the police officer 

issues a citation (similar to a traffic ticket) which directs the 

individual to appear in court at a cert~n time for arraignmerii. 

The issuance of citations is usually governed by formal guide

lines specifying which offenses are eligible for issuance and under 
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what conditions. The final decision to issue, however, is almost 

always discretionary (that is, the officer is never obliged to issue 

a citation in lieu of arrest). Interestingly, the citation has been 

seen as a method of bringing, the most minor offenders into court, 

rather than ignoring them because of the time required for formal 

arrest and booking. This raises the possibility that citation 

issuance could increase court case1oads, a result antithetical to 

the efficiency goals of the program. 

2.2 The Experience of the Four Sites 

Columbia did not implement this component because South Carolina 

law does not allow for the issuance of citations. Of the three sites 

which did undertake this component--Kalamazoo, Las Vegas, and 

Wi1mington--a1l had some familiarity with the nature and use of police 

citations prior to the ILCCH program. F th' 
or ~s reason, the component 

plans generally prescribed the development of a, f 
,new, uni orm citation 

ticket and expansion of use. Additionally, because local law enforce-

ment agencies were familiar, for the most part, with Citations, not 

much time was spent "selling" these agencies on the concept. Instead, 

forms were"deve1oped and turned over to the police; the us~ of the 

citations was ultimately a function of the formal and informal poli-
cies of each police department. T b1 I ' 

a e summar~zes the experience 
of the three sites with police citations. 

Because the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) 

had been using citations since late 1974 and had expressed interest 

in expanding use, responsibility for the d 1 f 
eve opment 0 a county-wide 

form and of citation policy and procedures was given to this agency. 

In Kalamazoo, the MCC worked with a subc9mmittee of law enforcement 

officials to develop a county-wide form and procedures for use by 

city police departments in Kalamazoo and Portage and by the Kalamazoo 

County Sheriff's Department (KCSD). In Wilmington, the proposed 
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iW.AMAZOO 

PRE-ILCCII Used infrequently by 
STATUS Portage for ordinance 

violations. 

,lMl'LEllENTATION April 1916 - City 
of Kalamazoo: 

June 1976 - Kalamazoo 

}, 
County; 

\' Developed a county-
wide fom. 
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city - 17 per month; USE 

County .. 6 per month; 

Portage - 10 per month. 
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All juriadJ.ctions have INSTlTUTIONALI-
indicated continued ZATION 
use and pousible expan-
sian of citation use.: 
used also by housing 
inspectors ,and other 
para-laW' enforcement 
personnel. 
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Use is rsstricted by OTIIER COMMENTS 
small number of 
eligible offenses and 
the t'equi remen t tho t 
they be witnessed by 
police officers • 
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TABLE r 

Po!.!CE CITATION - FOUR SITE SUHMhRY 

LAS VECAS WILHINCTON COLUMBIA 

Used by city of Nont!. Citotiono arc Used by LVMPD for 
Wilmington 08 not allowed by po tty larceny. 
Btationhousc South Carolina law, Isoucd about 60 !~.l' 
citation for drunks. month. 

April 1976 - tickets Auguot 1916 - foms 
printed and all and sample procedures 
traihil!S completed; dis~Tit'uted to 20 

polir' departments: deve10ped a c:ounty-
deve, opc\i a state-wide form. 
wide forml' 

65 per month by LVMPD. Infrequent throughout 
almost all for patty state, except for 
larceny. Newark and New Caatle 

County where used as 
atationhouse citation. 

COntinued use seen Yes, for Newark a~d 
throughout county. New Castle County. 

undetendnable for 
other police 
departuents. 

Expansion of USe is Extensive ,field use is 
dependent on change of dependent on changes 
implicit policy which regarding informatiop. 
tLrgets only putty necessary after arrest. 
larceny 8S citlltion 
offense. 
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goal was to develop a state-wide form; yet the ILCCH program steering 

committee, created by the Delawalce Agency to Reduce Crime to assist 

the MCC with component development and implementation, included no 

police representatives. For'this reason, the MCC worked with the 

Delaware Police Chiefs Regional Council (DPCRC) to develop a form 
and procedures. 

There were no Significant problems in any of the three sites 

in terms of reaching consensus about the exact nature of the ticket 
or the formal procedures for issu&nce. 

State law in Delaware and 
Ne,rada allows for the issuance of citations for misdemeanor arrests; 

in Michigan, issuance is restricted to misdemeanors or ordinance 

violations with maximum jail and fines of 90 days and $500 respec-
t1vely. 

Additionally, in Michigan and Delaware, the police officer 

w~st witness the criminal event in order to issue a citation. 
In 

Nevada, officers could issue citations based on citizen arrests. 

In all cases, there were guidelines for issuance wtich in~oked 
questions regarding the community ties of the alleged offender (that 

is, the likelihOOd of court appearance) and Possible dangers which 

he or she represented to the community or offender. 

the final deCiSion rested with the police officer. 
In all cases, 

The limited use achieved for citation in all three sites was 

a function of the actual populations eligible for citation issuance 

and of the explicit and implicit poliCies of the police departments 

involved. AnalYSis of citation data for the Kalamazoo Police 

Department indicates that only 8.3 percent of all non-traffic, mis

demeanor arrests were eligible for citation issuance (that is, they 

involved citable offenses and were,.witnessed by police officers), 

and that citations were issued in only about one-half of these 

eligible instances; this translated into 17 citations issued per 
month. 

Estimates of cost saVings, based on reductions in police time 
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required for arrest and booking, varied considerably in Kalamazoo 

depending on the nature of the offense. E'or example, citation arrests 

for "open intoxicants in car" (which acc.ounted for over half of the 

citations issued) require that the individual's car be impounded, 

thus adding significantly to arrest time. An average cost saving 

per citation of about $25 indicated total savings of $4,800 for a 

twelve-month period. Citation usage in Portage and Kalamazoo County 

generally followed the patterh of restricted eligibility and use 

described above. 

In Las Vegas, there was no significant expansion of citation use 

during the ILCCH program period. Additionally, the past practice of 

only issuing citations for petty larcenies (almost always based on 

citizen arrests) continued. Discussions with the LVMPD did not 

clarify why this implicit policy has developed in the LVMPD, 

especially considering the LVMPD's actions suggesting strong interest 

in expansion of citation usage. Because the ILCCH program did not 

result .in increased use, no savings are attributable to the program. 

In Delaware, the implementation and use of police citations was 

severely hindered by a formal policy of the State Police that required 

the State Bureau of Identification to be provided with booking data, 

including fingerprints, for all arrests. Since citations were inter

preted as an arrest, arrestees would still have to be transported to 

the station for booking even if they were eventually released. This 

policy, adopted by almost all police departments in the state, raclically 

reduced the major benefit of citations--savings in 'police time. Thus, 

few police departments salol a strong need to use the new citation form • 

Two jurisdictions, Newark City and Ne~v Castle County, did make use of 

stationhouse citations i:n most eligible instanc::-es (456 citations. out 

of about 500 e1igi.ble instances during a ten-month period). Again, 

however, the necessity of police observation of the offense restric-

ted eligible instances to about 50 a month for both jurisdictions. 
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It is clear that citation use and related savings during program 

implementation were not as extensive as those envisioned at the pro

gram's outset. At the same time, the three sites did manage to develop 

and reach consensus on uniform citation forms and procedures. Although 

use of citation was not great, most police departments expressed 

satisfaction with the citation as a useful alternative to traditional 

arrest procedures and noted no special problems with issuance or with 

court appearances. However, in Kalamazoo there was evidence of a 

possible increase in misdemeanor arrests because of citation usage. 

In addition to use by various police agencies, -the citation 

found use in Las Vegas and Kalamazoo with various para-law enforce

ment agencies including the University of Nevada ~ecurity Police and 
<'::'1 

the housing and public health inspectors in Kalamazoo. In all 

jurisdictions, the feeling was expressed that, with greater police 

fatni.1iarity with citations, use would expand. At the same time, there 

\V'ere significant barriers to widespread citation use in each site 

and future expansion in use would be at least partly dependent on 

the removal of these barriers. In Delaware and Michigan, eligible 

offenses are severely restricted by the necessity of police obser

vation of the offense. Additionally, in Michigan the pool of eligible 

offenses excludes a number of connnon misdemeanors.. In Delaware, 

field citations are precluc;led by local adherence to the State Police 

policy which requires booking an . .d fingerprinting 6f all arrestees; 

these policies were under revi.ew (as of May, 1977) with the hope of 
> i':: < 

making changes that would perm.i.t field citations. Finally, in 

Lae ;gas", where law and formal policy restrictions seemed least 

salient, implicit policies of the LVMPD prevented citations from 

being used for any misdemeanors except petty larceny. 

It seems likely that these restrictions and the constraints they 

placed on citation use (and savings in polic:\: time) might have been 
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apparent, at least partially, if (a) the sites had had sufficient 
~" 

time to conduct the Kind bf analyses necessary to realistically plan 

for component implementation and to gauge anticipated use and bene

fits and (b) if those sites had had the capability and the desire, 

at program initiation, to perform those analyses. As it happened, 

it was not until program implementation got underway that each site 

was forced to examine and analyze certain fun.ctionSt .and problems 

related to misdemeanoT processing, so .that component operations could 

be planned. Unfortunately, this meant that for somecomponenj:s, 

their lack of viability in a particular jurisdiction was not evident 

until well into the program's life. 

It is clear that the analyses neces·sary to support planning for 

the introduction of the police citation need to embrace the examina

tion of a variety of factors likely to impinge on operations and 

utilization. First, existing laws and formal policies related to 

arrest procedures and/or booking requirements should be studied to 

see if there are formal r,=straints on the use of the citation. Given 

certain restraints (e.g., the necessity of policy observation of the 

criminal event ,or defined eligible offenses), misdemeanor ar~~st data 

can be collectl=d and estimates derived of the actual populaj:ion of 

arrests for which citat,:Ions could in fact be issued. Existing arrest 
" ! 

procedures can be examined to estimate the kinds of savings which 

citation issuance, would afford. BecaUSe the use of citations is almost 

inevitably a police function, these analyses should be conducted with 

the close'invQlvement of law enforcement agencies. It is their 

explicit and implicit policies which will finally dictate actual 
/1 

pplice use. 

Despite l'imited use and restrictions in the ILCCH. program, how

ever, c:).,tatiotis have been institutionalized in the three s1.tes which 

implemented the coniponerrt and will probably remain a permanent 
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procedural alternative for police, with greater use likely in the 

future. Especially significant is the fact that in all the sites, 

citations are now employed by agencies which never used them in 
the past. 
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3.0 COURT SUMMONS 
eut Concept ' 3.1 The Compon , 1 ss costly a1ternatJ.ve 

rocedure 1.S seen as a e 
The court summons p. , d ting arrest warrants 

, of isSU1.ng an execu 
to the traditional pract1.ce b ed on citizen-based 

, ' al cases particularly those as 
in minor cr1.ml.n , d d by the National Advisory 

d re en orse 
complaints. The proce u , d Goals (21) involves the 

" C 'minal Justice Standards an , 
comm1.ss1.on on r1. court informing the alleged offender to 

1.' ssuance of a notice by the s 
in court at a specific time. 

The decision to issue a summon 

appear ]'udicial or prosecutorial 
an arrest warrant is a as opposed to 

function. 

d 'd meanor com
involving citizen-base IDl.S e 

Typically, in cases , dis 
, issued and a police officer 1.S -

, an arrest warrant l.S 
plal.nts, and retu~n the individual for 

d to make a physical arrest 
patche The summons, which can be sent 

booking and, possibly, detention. f ' 
alternative by simply noti y1.ng 

'1 serves as a more efficient 
by mal. , , ' him to appear in court 

" 1 f the charge and dl.rectl.ng 
the indl.vl.dua 0 it is designed to 

Thus, like the police citation, 
for arraignment. offender and avoid 

eliminate arrest for the minor 
save police time, 

P
olice-community relations. 

negative impacts on 

The Experience of the Four Sit,es 3.2 
As with citations, South Carolina 

law did not alloW the use of 

" d rtake this component. The 

h columbl.a dl.d not un e 
summons and, t us, h ' lementa-, 'e eriences with t e l.mp 
three other sites had w1.dely varyl.ng xp . 'derable analysis and 

Court summons. After consl. 
tion and use of the and 

fl.'nd sufficient need for the summons , 
1 0 did not. planning, Ka amazo 1 d a county-wide 

im lemented. Las Vegas'deve ope , 
thus, it was not P 'he ILCCH program. Fl.nally, 

did not expand use durl.ng t 
summons form but , the Magistrate's Courts 

4mplemented the summons 1.n Wilmington -'-
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for the first time but, because of a number of reasons, it fonnd 

limited use. Table II summarizes the experience of the four sites 

with the court summons. 

The summons had been used by the City and District Attorney's 

Offices in Las Vegas prior to the ILCCH program. Component plans, 

therefore, specified the development of a uniform summons for Clark 

County and expansion in summons use. In the MuniCipal Courts of New 

Castle County and the lower courts of Kalamazoo County, summons had 

not been used in the past for criminal complaints. Thus, at these 

sites, the concept of summons would have to be "sold" to the courts 

and prosecutorial agencies before development and implementation 

could begin. 

The attempt to implement a uniform summons for use by all 

prosecutorial agencies in Kalamazoo County failed simply because of 

a lack of need on the part of the involved agencies. Prior to the 

ILCCH program, the police had already been employing an informal 

alternative to the execution of arrest warrants. After receiving 

an arrest warrant, police would call or send a letter to the 

alleged offender informing him of the arrest warrant and asking 
/j 

him to voluntarily appear for booking and arraignment. This informal 

procedure, serving many of the same purposes as arrest warrants, had 

worked well in the past and there were no strong r.easons to change to a 

formal summons procedure. There was also some fear that summons, 

by bypassing booking, would subvert the collection of local criminal 

offense history data. Finally, when it was suggested that the cita-

tion ticket could serve as a summons, the City Prosecutor protested 

because this procedure would virtually eliminate the review of 

ordinance violations, the major function of the City P~osecutor. 
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PRE-ILCCII 
STATUS 

IHPLEHENTATION 

USE 

INSTlTUTlONALI-
ZATION 

OTHER COMMENTS 

., 

TABLE Il 

COURT SUMMONS - FOUR ;t TE SUMMARY 

KALAMNLOO LAS VEGAS WIUlIl~GTON 

Used by DiHtrict and Used in Wllmington 
Used only for civil Municipal Court but 
complaints; informal City Attorney. 

not Magistrates Courts. 
procedures, ho",'ever, 
were used instead of 
arrest warrants. 

None. June 1976; new uniform July 1976; summons 
sUua:lons for all coun ty adopted by Magistrates 

agencies. Courts. 

None. About 13 per month in About 30 per month for 
City Attorney's Office, all Magistrate's Courts 
-representing 7~% of in New Castle County; 
all cltizC7,0 complaints. estimated at lesa than 

20% of all citizen~ 
based complaints. 

None. SUtl'l11lOns are institu- Institutionall=ed, but 
tionalized procedures level of uSe dependent 
in District and City on decision regarding 
Attorney's Office. delivery of summons 

by mail. 

Existing in.fot1ll8l There was no expansion Use constrained by 

procedure used to .in use in Las Ve'gas police preference for 

summon minor offenders because summons were arrests. 

diminished need for being used to full 
formal summons. potential prior to 

ILCCIl. 
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None. Summons are not-
allowed by law. 
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Of all the lower courts involved in the program, the Magistrate's 

Courts of New Castle County seemed to have the greatest need for the 

court summOnS. An analysist.:ouducted ':ly the MCC revealed a large 

number of citizen-based complaints and a substantial backlog of 

unexecuted arrest warrants. The Magistrate's Courts had showed 

an interest in a court summons procedure in the past but they made 

no progress because the police, whose budgets· were augmented for 

warrant execution, feared a reduction in these budgets if summons 

became commonplace. For this reason, the MCC worked with the 

Delaware Police Cpiefs Regional Council to develop an understanding 

of the need for summons. 

Consensus was finally reached after the police were assured that 

some complaints (especially those involving sex offenses or violence) 

would be sent to police for further investigation. Additionally, the 

magistrates wanted assurance that criminal offense data on offenders 

issued summons would be centrally recorded in the state. Finally, 

it was determined that it was preferable, in accord with court rules, 

for summons to b~ hand delivered by constables rather than mailed. 

Data from the Magistrate's Courts indicate that about 30 summons were 

issued per month, representing only about 20 percent of all citizen-based 

misdemeanor complaints. The small use and the fact that summons were 

hand-delivered indicate that cost sav:tngs were minimal. Perhaps 

the most important factor limiting wider use was police pressure for 

arrest warrants. This predisposition towards arrest reflects the 

police belief that arrests are an important method of developing 

leads and establishing criminal profiles. 

l 

In Las Vegas little was accomplished except the development of 

a uniform summons for the county. Data indicate no expansion in 

summons use during the ILCCH program and indicate also that, prior 

to the ILCCH program, the City Attorney's Office was issuing summons 
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in about 75 percent of the eligible cases, suggesting little room 

for expansion in use. Attempts to develop uniform guidelines across 

Clark County for summons issuance failed because judges felt that 

such guidelines would reduce their discretion. Finally, it should 

be noted that summons are hand delivered by bailiffs, thus reducing 

potential cost savings. 

As with the police citation component, the analysis and planning 

functions had to be conducted during the program itself. If these 

functions had been conducted prior to the program, it is possible 

that the lack of substantial need for this component in Kalamazoo 

and Las Vegas would have been evident and ILCCH program resources 

could have been used on other components. 

Again, as with the police citation, planning for court summons 

should involve a number of analyses. First, current law and policies 

must be examined in terms of arrest procedures related to citizen

based complaints. Data on these complaints can be collected, and 

given eligible offense categories, the size of the eligible popula

tion can be estimated. Current warrant procedures should be examined 

to see if, and to what extent, summons represents a savings in man

power and other resources. Because the issuance of summons typically 

involves police, courts, and prosecutors, all of these agencies should 

be involved in the development of summons' policy. In ILCCH, there 

were unanticipated concerns on the part of police (related to pO,.l3si

ble budget reductions and related to the development of offender data) 

that affected summons use. 

The experience of the three ILCCH sites revealed that the estab

lishment ofa need for summons and their implementation can involve 

many more factors than the simple substitution of summons for 

warrant procedures would suggest. In both Kalamazoo and New Castle 
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Counties, there were realistic concerns expressed about the col

lection of criminal offense data when summons are employed. In New 

Castle County, the police believe that arrests are useful functions 

insofar as they help develop i· 1 f·l f cr m1na pro 1 es 0 repeat offenders, 
especially those involved in offenses like forgery of checks. 

There were questions raised in both NewCastle County, Kala

mazoo, and Las Vegas about the way in which summons might supplant 

existing functions. ,In New Castle County, police feared budget re

ductions if they could not justify the need for warrant execution. 

Judges in Clark County were concerned that fOl::mal guidelines for 

summons issuance would reduce their discretion. The City Prosecutor 

in Kalamazoo would have had his major function--the screening of 
ordinance violations--remov"ed 4f 

~ a summons procedure involving the 
use of police citations had been adopted. 

In any case, it is clear that summons did not find the simple 

and direct application initially envisioned 4 n the 
~ program. Instead, 

it proved to be a complex procedural function involving the actions 
and interests of the police, r t d P osecu ors, an courts. Even in Las 
Vegas and" New Castle County, where summons are in use, they did not 

result in manpower savings simply because local policies direct sum

mons to be hand delivered in the same manner as arrest warrants. 
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4.0 PRETRIAL RELEASE (ON RECOGNIZANCE) 

4.1 The Component Concept 

The Manhattan Bail Project!22) conducted by the Vera Institute in 

1971,was the first major test of the concept of releasing defendants 

before trial on the defendant's promise that he will appear. Since 

h t f release on recognizance (ROR) has become this project, t e concep 0 

. an integral part of ,the bail reform movement· in this country. Over 

one hundred projects based on the Vera program have been implemented. 

The major contribution of the Manhattan Bail Project was its 

empirical demonstration of the fact that verified knowledge of certain 

defendant characteristics could serve as an effective predictor of the 

likelihood that a defendant will appear for trial. The project demon

strated that defendants with "community roots"--defined in terms of 

family, residence, and job ties--were as good a risk for release as 

defendants released on money bail. The project employed an objective 

screening instrument which rated defendant characteristics in order to 

describe defendants to the courts as qualified or unqualified for 

release on recognizance. 

The project, like most ROR projects since, had two major goals. 

The first was to safely release as many defendants as possible and, 

thereby, redl,1ce the jail population and related costs. The second 

goal was to bring equity to pretrial release decisions such that a 

defendant's eligibility for that release was not a function of his 

ability to pay. Additionally. the release of defendants provides 

them the freedom to continue their normal lives while awaiting trial. 

It should be noted that release on recognizance has been traditionally 

employed by the courts when dealing with defendants who are either 

well known, reliable, or prominent citi~ens. The contribution of the 

Manhattan Bail Project was its extension of this practice to indigents 

and its empirical demonstration of the viability of this practice. 
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Within the ILCCH program, a release on recognizance component 

would extend the pre-arrest procedures of citations and summons (which 

sought to limit the criminal justiqe involvement of misdemeanants) to 

the post-arrest period. All three ,would work to prevent the unneces

sary detention of minor offenders. In addition to the goals mentioned 

above, it was hoped, as part of the -interagency focus of the program, 
"l 

that the information gathered and vei~ified as' part of the pretrial 
\ 

interview process could be used as part of the presentence investiga-

tion and probation processes where s~lilar information was collected. 

Likewise, it was anticipated that pretlrial investigators might be able 

to use information from the screening ~!nd PROMIS components. 
\ 

4.2 The Experience of the Four Sites 

The experience of the four sites with the pretrial release 

component, summarized in Table III, was f(~eavily conditioned by the 

nature of prior release practices in theisites. All four sites had 

been using secured and unsecured bond (and/or money bail), and 

informal ROR as release mechanisms prior tllo the ILCCH program. 

Analyses conducted by the MCC' s in Wilmingt;on and Kalamazoo prior 

to component implementation indicated that 'Ivery few misdemeanants 

'were detained awaiting trial because of a lhck of funds. In both 

places, the widespread use of money bond, unsecured bond, and informal 

ROR by judges and magistrates made pret·rial \~etention a rarity. 

In Wilmington, component plans originally entailed the hiring 

of two probation officers (as pretrial interv:i.ewers) so that formal 

pretrial services would be available to the Magistrate's Courts. 

The MCC's analysis revealed little demand for these formal serVices, 

and, thus, no pretrial program was implemented in Wilmington. However, 

it was discovered that magistrates typically made ROR decisions with 

very little and/or unreliable criminal offense data, because it took 

two weeks to receive this information from the state. Thus, there 
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TABLE III 

PRETRIAL RELEASE - FOUR SITE SUMMARY 

KALAMAZOO LAS VEGAS WILl1INGTON COLUHlIlA 

" 

Mos t m!sdemcanants ROR used minimally No formal program lor No formal interview or 
given ROR or unsc!;ured and balled on informal 

PRE-(LCCU 
m1sdemeonants: judges follow-up procedures; 

bail; interview ser .. information. 
STATUS 

some RCR I a: based on used money bond and 
infortJ'Llll ROR. unverified information. vices available. 

ILCCH funds used to February 1976, only Pretrial component, began 
for General SeRs ions; 

IMPLEUENTATlON Began April 1976, 
two months before lLCClt obtain two computer 

informal ~riteda (Hay 1975) w/ local termlnllila for 
applied, increased acceSS to funding; both ndsde-

criminal history data meanantB and felons 
eligible for RCR. by courts. 

USE For 13-month period: For I3-month period I Used to gather For 9-month period: 
sentencing and pre- interviewed 7a/mo.: incervie""ed 34/mo. interviewed 2SI/mo. ~ II 

trial infomation recommended 31/mo. t recommended 16/1110.; 900 of 1200 "qualifieds 
on wide range of 20/rno. released on were RORed; FTA rate 

RCR; FTA • 6%, 
6/mo. granted ROR in 

under 2%; evidence of defendants. accord w/ recommenda-

I) 
tion; no FrA's. cost savings. 

INSTITUTI()NALI- No. Was not sufficient No. County COlDll1issioners Computer terminals No. Informal RCR. cOn-
ZATION need for ROR to justify voted against refunding wIll be maintained tinues without formal 

local funding. in June 1976. despite after program recommendations. 
broad cJS and community terminates. 
sUP1ldrt for program. 

OTIIER COHMENTS Only one of the three Failure to institu- In Janu&ry 1977. State 
courts offe.red RCR tionalize reSulted from Supreme Court Order 
services used them. bail bondsUlCn pressure terminated RCR as .in 

wbich took advantage of: conflict With Bail. Act. 
the fact that fe10na 
Were relesned, some of 
Whom were rearrested. 

., 
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was a substantial demand in both Wilmington MuniCipal Court and the 

Magistrate's Courts for computer terminals which would allow them 

rapid access to state crulina1 history files. This criminal offense 

data was important for both ROR deCiSions and presentence investiga-
tions. 

Thus, ILCCH funds were eventually approved for use to rent 

two terminals, one for the Wilmington MuniCipal Court and one for 

a centrally-located Magistrate's Court. Because implementation was 

not accomplished until after January 1977, full evaluation of the 
impact of these terminals was not possible. 

Use has been heavy 
especially by presentence investigators and the magistrates. 

Because few misdemeanants were detained in Kalamazoo and because 

informal ROR was a common practice, the misdemeanant pretrial release 

component there was deSigned to provide pretrial services to the 
.r' 

three District Courts such that greater consistency in release 

deciSions could be achieved. To this end, the component adopted 

procedures and criteria similar to those originally designed by the 
Vera Institute. 

SOon after the program began interviewing detainees and making 

recommendations to the three courts, it became obvious that District 

Courts 8 and 9-2 (representing'Kalamazoo County and Portage) were 

not using pretrial recommendations as a basis for ROR deciSions. 

Instead, these courts continued to use mostly bond for releasing 

defendants. Only District Court 9-1 (City of Kalamazoo) uSed ROR 

frequently and inSisted that misdemeanor detainees be interviewed. 

EVen here, however, the court showed no particular dependence on 
pretrial recommendations. 

Only 42 percent (60 of 144) of the 
individuals "recommended and verified'( were released on their own 

recognizance. This lack of dependence is further exemplified by 

the fact that 22 percent (18 of 79) of the individuals "not recom-
mended" were granted ROR. 

In all, the project interViewed 449 
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. a l3-month period,' there were no failure-to-appears defendants du!!~ng 

(FTA's). Beca:,use of the program's lack of effectiveness in influencing 

ROR decisions, the small number of defendants granted ROR and the 

small number Qi; detainees, estimates of the savings from the program 

were minimal. 

Las Vegas cl,nd Columbia probably had the ,greatest need for for-

mal pretria serj\1~ces pr~or I . . to the ILCCH program. Both had jails 

which were overq:owded and despite the use of informal ROR by judges, 

there seemed to ,be considerable need for a formal process to insure 

d . . d to effect release of more defen-consistency in release e,c~s~ons an 

h t ~,h4s w"as particularly true in Las Vegas dants than in t e, pas. ... 

where informal deeisions w~~re based on information provided by a 

Becaus"e 4nd4gent defendants would not be assigned defendant's lawyer. ... ... 

a public defender for about seven days, they would have to remain 

in jail during this period with no possibility of pretrial release. 

The pretrial release program in Las Vegas ran tor a 13-month 

period. During this time it interviewed 3,654 defendants; 1200 

were considered qualified and presented to the court for ROR. Of 

these 1200, 900 (75 percent) were granted ROR indicating a high degree 

of judicial confidence in the program's criteria which, again, were 

. I V'~ . t The program provided follow-derived from the orig~na era proJec • 

up services for all 900 defendants granted ROR and, at the end of 

the p,roject;, in Jun~, 1976\'the FTA rate was under 2 percent. It is, 

critical to note that the majority of defendants interviewed and 

released (over 75 percent) were felony defendants. The decision 

to target felony, ~ a'~s well a~ misdemeanor defendants was, in part, 

d '0 ents were to avoid due to the ,fact that the citation an, su~ons compn 

f . d ts Estimates indicate the pretrial dete~;;ion ,0 many m~s emeanan • 

that the pretrial release 'program resulted in substantial ~ost savings 

resulting from the rapid rel,ease of indigent defendants. Additionally, 
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the program, brought jmproved fairness to release decisions in the 

Justice Court of Las Vegas and there is some data indicating that the 

jail population was reduced as a result of the program. 

From its inception, the Las Vegas pretrial program encountered 

stron.g opposition from the local bail bondsmen who viewed the program 

as an economic ,threat to their substantial business in Las Vegas. 

As the program neared a refunding decision by the County Commissioners 

in June 1976, the bail bondsmen stepped up efforts to discredit the 

program in the local press. In addition to distorting the nature of 

the program and its FTA rates, the press highlighted offenses com

mitted by individuals on ROR and portrayed the program as part of the 

"revolving doors of justice" phenomenon. In the end, despite impres

sive statistics and the widespread support of the courts, kgy criminal 

justice agencies, and community groups, the County Commissioners 

tur~~d down refunding and thus ended a notably successful component 

of the ILCCH program. Pretrial release procedures in Clark County 

have noW' returned to pre-ILCCH conditions in which indigents wait in 

jail a week before receiving a chance for ROR. 

The ROR component developed in Columbia, operating out of the 

Solicitor's Qffice, employed a range of informal and formal criteria 

and procedures in making pretrial release decisions. After a defen

dant was interviewed, the intel'."viewer would take his recommendation 

to the MCC for approval;. if the MCC approved the recommendation, he 
" 

went to one of "two assistant solicitors for final approval. The one 

judge who WctS granting ROR for General Sessions Court defendants 
" 'i ' . 

always concurred with the release recommendation from t4e Solicitor's 

Offic.e. There were no objective criteria employed to automatically 

define a d7f.endant as qualified or unqualified and many of the 

d€cisions wel?~ based on thetinterviewer's perceptions of the defen-
'~. I 

dant. 
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For the duration of the program, twelve months, 1,033 defen

dants were interviewed, and 275 were recommended and ,released on ROR. 

The program's FTA rate was 6.15 percent. Based on baseline data, 

the program only increased t'he number of individuals on ROR from 12 

to 20 per month. It was originally intended that the component would 

operate until the end of March 1977; it was expected that the County 

Council would refund the program as of June 1977. However, in 

January 1977, a Chief Justice of the State Supreme Court handed down 

an order which terminated all pretrial operations in the Solicitor's 

Office immediately. The order found the program in conflict with 

South Carolina's 1969 Model Bail Reform Act which states that magis-

trates must hold bond hearings, and that defendants must be given 

ROR unless there is sworn testimony as to why he should not be 

released on recognizance. The order made it clear that the Solicitor's 

function was not to 'affect a defendant's ROR, but rather to present 

evidence in those cases where a defendant should not be granted ROR. 

At the program's en~, the pretrial interview services were 

offered to the magistrates for their use in making ROR decisions. 

Although the magistrates are releasing def~ndants on ROR, they have 

made no use of these servic~s. The concept of formal pretrial 

release criteria and procedures was never accepted at any level in 

Columbia. Local lawyers did not favor the program because it affect~d 

them economically, as their relatives often served as informal bonds-

men. There was evidence as w~ll that, because of existing philos-

ophies, the law enforcement agencies and theSolic~tor's Office 

were uneasy with the concept and, thus, preferred to retain an" 

informal and limited application of ROR procedures. 

The experience of the three sit:eswhich implemented, operated, 

and attempted to institutionalize pretrial release programs reveals 

this component as probably involving more controversy and conflict 
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with eXisting procedures and interests than any of the other ILCCH 

components. Although Kalamazoo and Las Vegas developed operationally_ 

sound programs ~ith formal criteria and procedures, neither program 

survived. In Kalamazoo, there was no large demand for pretrial ser

vices by the judiciary and, equally important, judges were reluctant 
to adopt a policy tha t would reduce he::, 

t eir discretion in release 
decisions. In Las Vegas, the program confl-lc,ted w-lth 

-L -L existing eco-
nomic 

ually 
interests and, despite tremendous acceptance by judges, event

fell victim to a variety of negative characterizations in the 
press. There is no doubt that 

the program's decision to release 
felons on recognizance, in a city already beset by the nation's 

highest crime rate, contributed in a major way to the program's 
demise. 

In Columbia, there was also the conflict with economic interests 

and a general apprehension about the notion of release w1ithout bail. 
There, however, the program was of such 

poor operational quality 
and did so little to make the judiciary aware of its existence and 

purposes that external conflicts seemed secondary. 
In effect, no 

one was extremely persuaded of the need for or desirability of a 
formal pretrial release program. 

therefore, none of th th . 
At the ILCCH program's end, 

e ree sJ..tes was able to institutionalize 
a formal release program. 

The experience of Kalamazoo, Las Vegas, and 
Columbia with pre-

trial release programs highlights the 1 
comp eXity of issues involved 

in release on rec . 
ognJ..zance and underline,~; the need for considerable 

pre-program analysis and planning, -If 
-L a Successful program is to 

operate and remain in existence. Th 
e concern with pretrial release 

extends across the courts, which h 
ave primary responsibility for 

release decisions to polic 
, e, prosecutor, defense, and the pUblic. 

There are bail reform movements in many 
states and many states have 
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enacted legislation specifying the modes of pretrial release to be 

pursued by the courts and the conditions for their use. Any pretrial 

release program must be shaped in terms of existing law. Additionally, 

the cooperation of the cou~ts and police is essential. The courts 

make the decisions and the police control the logistics of the pre

trial interview. Existing release practices must be examined to 

determine their effectiveness in terms of reducing unnecessary deten

tion, providing equity, and assuming the court appearance of releasees. 

Finally, eligibility requirements and release criteria need to be devel

oped so that the size and nature of the release population can be 

estimated. 

- ;, , , 
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5.0 CASE SCREENING 

5.1 The Component Concept 

The pretrial screening of criminal cases generally describes the 

processes of case intake, review, and charging by the prosecutor. 

The screening process allows a prosecuting attorney to examine a 

case and exercise his discretion to determine what further action 

can or should be taken. In this sense, screening is a decision

making function that can serve to accomplish a number of objectives. 

At the broadest level, screening should lead to the better utiliza

tion of the scarce resources avail~ble within the criminal justice 

system. 

The review of cases by a prosecutional agency, especially when 

guided by formal policies and procedures, can result in greater 

uniformity in the charging process. Additionally, cases can be 

prioritized in terms of seriousness of offense or offender so that 

prosecutional resources can be utilized more effectively. In many 

cases, the prosecutor can direct cases of low priority or of some 

particular nature to whatever alternatives are available. 

One oj: the most significant objectives of case screening is 

the elimin~~tion of legally insubstantial cases early and the 
" 

return of 6ther cases to th~7--.,police for additional information and/ 

or investil~ation. This "w~~ding out" of cases can result in workload 

savings fo~:: the prosecution and for the host of other agencies 

(courts, cq>rr03ctions, etc.) that would eventually deal Jith these 

cases. The interactions between police and prosecutor fostered by 

the screen~~ng process can aid in the clarification and improvement 

of the respective functions of these two'agencies. 
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Case screening was seen as one of the most significant components 

of the ILCCH program because of its critical position in the case 
Not only did screening have important reverberations 

flow process. 
for other criminal justice functions and agencies, but screening was 

one component where the management focus, central to the ILCCR concept, 

could be realized. 
By establishing policy and guidelines, prioritizing 

cases, rej ecting cases, and using diversion alternatives, the pros,ecutor 

could gain control over the case flow process and bring uniformity 

and consistency to his own actions. 

Another important function of screening is that it is an 

information-gatherin.g stage in case processing that can provide data 

on offenders and offenses for use in other functions 
(e.g., pre-

Ii For ILCCH, this 
trial release or pi~pentence investigations). 

\~, 
function was significant since screening was to provide much of 

the initial information for PROMIS, the information system component 
In return, PROMIS could produce management informa-

of the program. 
tion bearing on the exercise of discretion by the prosecutor in the 

screening and charging process. 

5.2 The Experience of the Four Sites 
The differences in the four sites with respect to their plans 

for screening, and the implementation and operatiL9n of a screening 

function wer:~ shaped, in part, by the nature of prior screening 

Table IV summarizes these experiences. 
In Las Vegas 

, . 

activities. 
and Kalamazoo where screening was already a formal prosecutorial 

function, plans involved conducting analyses of the current function 
cqarging manual to bring uniformity: 

and developing a misdemeanor 

to the charging process. In 
New Castle and Richland Counties, 

where screening of cases had not been previously conducted, plans 

l'!llvolved the operation of screening units basically to remove "bad" 

cases from the system and thereby improve prosecutional performance. 
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PRE-1LCCJI 
STATUS 

IMPLEMENTATION 

USE 

KAI.AMAZOO 

Formal Screening Unit 
in County Prosecutor's 
Office; screenlnl~ 
conducted by Cit', 
Attorneys 1n f\aittmllzDO 
and Portage. 

July 1976 - adflptlon 
of county-wide warrant 
reques t and disposi
tion form; 

August 1977 -) 
developed police 
charging mamla!. 

NeW' warran.t reques t 
form USed by all 
prosecutorial agencies 
in County. 

tAI1J4E rv 

CASg HCRl~ENUIG - FOUR SLTK :llIliMl\RY 

WILMINGTON 

Non-exifltcnt in lower 
courtS of NeW Castle 
CountYi additionallY 
no prosecutors avai 1-
able in magistrates' 
courts. 

June 1976 -
Magistrate's Courts 
and CCP; 

August 1976 -
Wilmington Municipal 
Court. 

22% of all Magistrate's 
Court cases. 66% of 
CCP cases. and 100% 
of Municipal Court 
cases screened; out
come changes only for 
CCP. 

,..AS VlmAS 

Fomal Screening Unit 
existed in D. A. '8 
office. 

Misdemeanor charging 
manual was neVer 
developed. Misdemeanor 
charging responsibili
ties shifte~ from 
police to D. A. in 
July, 1971. 

COLUMBJA 

No formal screening· 
almost all caHCS • 

pusset! to Grand Jury 
and indicted. 

Feb. 1976 - for entire 
Fifth Judicial Cit'Ctlit 

Originally sC'reened 
selected cases; 
Sept. 1976 - began 
screening all cases· 
positive effects on' 
case backlOG and 
dispositions. 

~l:N:ST:L:TU:T:IO=N~~~r~_~N---------------+----------------L-------~-------1---____________ J 
ZATION ew ",.rrant 'request N -form is institution- o. S~ate funding D. A.' s office noW' 

ali1;ed; no determina- not available. charges misdemeanor, s. Yes. Screening Unit 

OIlIER COHMEN'fS 

tio~ regsrding police integrated into 
chltrging manusl. Solictor's Office. 

Screening analyses 
led to uniform 
treatment of 
shoplifting by 
City AttQrney and 
County Prosecutor. 

Screening of caSeS 
in Magistrate's Courts 
allowed prosecution 
by attorneys for 
first time. 
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Component improved 
police_prosecurotial 
interactions. 
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Because the District Attorney's Office in Las Vegas already 

had a formal screening unit, ILCCH monies were to be used to develop 

a misdemeanor charging manual for use by the unit and to conduct an 

analysis of the existing screening and charging practices. This 

analysis revealed that the major problems with misdemeanor complaints 

occurred because the police, rather than the District Attorney (as 

with fe10nies),fi1ed these complaints. To recharge a complaint or 

to return for reinvestigation created tremendous paperwork and other 

problems and charging assistants would often deny complaints rather 

than initiate either of these alternatives. A proposal to give the 

District Attorney responsibility for filing misdemeanor complaints 

was not acted upon, until July 1977, because of a lack of resources 

to effect the change. As of July, however, the D.A. 's office assumed 

charging responsibilities for misdemeanors and this should result in 

greater consistency and efficiency in this process. Because of the 

low priority accorded misdemeanor screening in general, the charging 

manual was never developed. 

As already mentioned, the existence of screening activities in 

the prosecutoria1 agencies in Kalamazoo County directed ILCCH 

efforts toward the analysiS of these activities and the development 

of a charging manual in much the same way as Las Vegas. In Kalamazoo, 

however, a screening subcommittee was formed by the ILCCH Coordinating 

Council to direct these activities. This subcommittee's study of 

screening in the county led naturally to recommendations to develop a 

police charging manual to assist police in making proper charges, 

and to develop a common warrant request and disposition form for 

use by all prosecutiona1 agencies. This fOLin would allow the collec

tion of compaFable intake data regarding ~arrant authorization and 

denials for use by prosecutiona1 and police agencies. 
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The implementation of the common warrant form in July 1976 

also led to the resolution of a major inconsistency in the handling 

of shoplifting cases in Kalamazoo. The form allowed all shoplifting 

cases to be transferred to the County Prosecutor's Office so that 

these cases would be eligible for' diversion to the Citizen's Probation 

Authority. The comIT.lon warrant form has also allowed the collection 

of uniform charging data across the county. Data for 1976 indicated 

55 percent of all warrant requests were denied. Significantly, 

23 percent of warrant denials were because of police charging prob

lems, lending credence to the importance of developing the police 

charging manual. This manual was not completed until August 1977, thus 

no data is available on its impact. 

It should be noted that the broad analytical approach to the 

screening process employed in Kalamazoo made use of the MCC and a sub

committee of criminal justice agency personnel with responsibilities 

and interests in the screening area. For this reason, their approach 

was not oriented towards implementation of a component so much as 

examining a complex problem and attempting to implement whatever 

changes were necessary. The common warrant request form was a change 

that allowed the collection of data across agencies so that an empiri

cal investigation of screening problems became possible. 

Because of the absence of a screening function in the Magistrate's 

Courts and the Court of Common Pleas (CCP) in New Castle County, 

component plans entailed the hiring of attorneys and assistants to 

provide for the screening of cases in these courts. Additionally, 

these units w,ould prepare cases for prosecution and, in the Magistrate's 

Courts, the screening attorney would prosecute selected cases; in 

the past no attorneys had been available for prosecution at this 

level. Because of confusion regarding the purposes of screening and 

because of administrative problems, screening was never properly 
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implemented in the Magistrate's Courts. Data indicated only 24 percent 

of eligible cases were screened and that, although the percentage 

of cases'dismissed increased from 4 percent to' 20 percent, there 

was no improvement in the quality of case dispositions. Additionally, 

the availability of a prosecutor in the Magistrate's Courts did not 

affect case dispositions. There is some evidence that the screening 

function was not altogether compatible with the existing role of 

the Magistrate's Courts as informal arbiters, settling neighborhood 

disputes and disposing of petty offenses. 

In the CCP, on the other hand, where 66 percent of all cases 

were screened, there was an increase in the percentage of cases 

screened out, and there was some evidence that the quality of case 

dispositions improved (e.g., more guilty plea?, less dismissals, etc.). 

In the Wilmington Municipal Court where the existing screening func

tion was augmented, data indicated there were no significant improve

ments in the screening function. In summary, with the exception 

of the CCP, screening activities implemented under ILCCH did not have 

much impact on j:!ourt proceedings or dispositions. There seemed little 

commitment to misdemeanor screening in general as reflected by the 

numerous misunderstandings and problems which occurred during imple

mentation. There was also some expectation that the state would not 

be likely to assume the expenditure of screening personnel salaries 

in the various lower courts, given the scarcity of funds. 

Richland County had more need for a screening function than any 

of the other three jurisdictions at the time of the ILCCH program. 

The Solicitor's Office for the Fifth Judicial Circuit, resonsible for 

the prosecution of all criminal cases in the county with penalties 

in excess of 30 days, passed a,ll cases to the Grand Jury for indict

ment with no prior review. Although no formal procedures or guide

lines were developed, the screening of selected cases in the 
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Solicj.tor's Office b 
egan in February 1976. 

one-man screening unit was to ' The maj or goal of the 

by the office. Th' J.mprove the quality of cases prosecuted 
l.s irtdividtlal could' 

Jury for indictment 'Cb) ", . Ca) send cases to the Grand 

gation, or Cd) dire~t th~l.::l.::e t;em, ~c) return them for reinvesti_ 
returnin retrl.al Intervent' p 

g cases for reinvestigation and l.On rogram. By 
standing with th workir:~g to develop an d 

e police regard' ~ un er-l.ng necessary , 
case screener hel ed' . case l.nformation, the 

p l.mprove the qualit 
transmitted to the Soll.'cl.'tor's y of police reports and f' d 

Office. l.n ings 

During a l4-month period 
, 50 percent of all 

sent to the G'rand cases s'''ree ~d Jury without ' .... nc were 
of 11 rel.nvestigation. In all 

a cases were eVentually disml.' d ' 33 percent 
b ' sse or dive t d asell.ne period ~ t' , r e. Comparisons of 

S~a l.stl.cs with those of th 
that the reduction in e screening period indicated 

case backlog increased by 46 5 
comparisons indicated a . percent. 

7 percent decrease in Similar 
cases disposed b ~olle prOsequi and a 12 

charge. 
percent increase in 1 y 

peas to the original 

The screening com 
Office, b ponent, now institutionalized 

rought chargin d " in the Solicitor's 
g eCl.Sl.ons under th S l' , 

allowed better management e 0 l.Cl.tor's control and 
of the caSe flow. 

of the screening unit was that it f A major accomplishment 
brought about b' ocused attention to the delays 

y magl.strates failing to 
Solicitor's Office' forward warrants to the 

l.n a timely fashion 
Justice of the State ordered . In January 1977, the Chief 

magistrates t f 
Solicitor's Office within 0 orward warrants to th 

15 days of ' e 
screening unit b l.ssuance. Additionally, the 

rought about greater 
and prosecutor of their understanding amongst police 

~ . respective f ' 
eaSily one of th unctJ.ons. This 

e most significant component was 
in the ILCCH program. 
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In both Kalamazoo and Columbia, the screening component brought 

about improvements in the understanding and exercise of prosecutorial 

discretion in the charging process. In Columbia, these improvements 

were dramatic, while in Kalama~oo the screening subcommittee improved 

existing activities. The Columbia screening component was notable 

for its improvements in understanding between police and prosecutor, 

regarding case preparation and evidentiary requirements. Both 

Wilmington and Las Vegas seemed to accord misdemeanor screening a 

low priority in general. In Las Vegas this is probably somewhat a 

function of the large caseloads and the high volume of serious felo

nies handled by the District Attorney's Office. The District 

Attorney's Office in Las Vegas has assumed charging responsibility 

for misdemeanors and this shift (from police) should bring greate'r 

consistency to the process and reduce problems related to recharging. 

The effective implementation and operation of a screening func-

tion in New Castle County may have been hampered by targeting three 

distinct courts--the Magistrate's Courts, the CCP, and the Wilmington 

Municipal Court--all with differeing procedures and needs. Interestingly 

enough, none of the sites used or developed a misdemeanor charging 

manual for prosecutors. In Las Vegas, Kalamazoo, and Columbia, 

implicit policies of the prosecuting agency and the general criteria 

of legal sufficiency probably rendered these manuals of low signif

icance, especially for misdemeanors. There were also no cases in 

which data from screening ,was used for pretrial or presentence inves-

tigations. 

The ILCCH experience with the screening component suggests that 

the complexities of the screening process and the variance in pro

cedures, policies, and responsibilities from jurisdiction to juris

diction are so great that screening must be exhaustively examined 

as a process with system-wide impacts as a first step in implementation. 
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Only in Kalamazoo did this take place. The specification of new 

screening units or charging manuals in some sites took place without 

careful analysis of the screening process and the purposes it would 

serve, especially il\ the lower courts. Given the presence of a 

number of prosecutorial agencies conducting screening, the use of a 

common warrant request form (as in Kalamazoo) is a particularly use

ful method of collecti,ng interjurisdictional data on the screening 

process for use in identifying problems in the process. When no 

screening exists, as in Columbia and Wilmington, the implementation 

of screening should be coordinated with police and courts so that 

the purposes of the activities and the procedures have the consensus 

necessary to insure effi(~ient and cooperative operations. In Columbia, 

this coordination took place; in Wilmington, it did not. 
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6.0 PROMIS 

6.1 The Component Concept 

The Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS) was 

initially planned and developed in 1969 by the U.S. Attorney's 

Office and the District of Columbia Crime Analysis Office in response 

to increasing concerns over the inability of the Office to effectively 

manage the thousands of cases referred for prosecution. With a grant 

from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, PROMIS was 

dev2loped to serve as a primary source of case status information 

and management support data. Although it was initially developed 

as a computer-based system, non-automated and semi-automated ver

sions have been developed. Currently over 30 jurisdictions have 

implemented or are in the process of implementing PROMISe 

Implementi.ng either version entails the adoption and com~l\~tion 

of numer.ous reporting forms which are designed to record data. UE'ces 

sary for the development of office management reports, research data, 

ea.!:':>;! ~~"l.lendars, witness lists, and subpoenas. Additionally, data 

en.tr:-::ed into the system may be accessed to provide answers to specific 

questions about individual cases and/or defendants such as the date 

set for trial, names and addresses of relevant witnesses, current 

progress through the criminal justice system, priority prosecution 

and the like. Thus, PROMIS is a tool which may be used to increase 

the overall operating efficiency of a prosecutor's office by stan,... 

dardizing and unifying case information and by providing rapid access 

to categories of information relevant to the conduct of major office 

functions. 

As with case screening, PROMIS was seen as one of the ~ritical 

elements of the ILCCH program because it clearly was designed to 

>i:lddress problems of -case management and prioritization. As with 

sc£~ening, other agencies wo~ld benefit and other criminal justice 
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functions could be improved through the application of the informa

tion capabilities of PROMISe The courts, police, and witnesses 

would all benefit from the prosecutor's improved ability to schedule 

cases, to remove lqgistical impediments to adjudication, and to 

notify all participants of case status. PROMIS would allow the 

prosecutor to identify for priority prosecution the most serious 

cases and would alert the prosecutor (and bail and pretrial agencies) 

when a defendant has cases pending against. him. 

Additionally, the prosecu~or would be able to monitor and enforce 

the application of prosecutional policy by examining the decisions 

made by prosecuting attorneys throughout case processing. In this 

way consistency and evenhandedness could be brought to the dis

cretionary behavior of the prosecutor. Finally, PROMIS would allow 

the collection, aggregation, and analysis of a wide range of data 

regarding prosecutorial operations. 

6.2 The Experience of the Four Sites 

The planning,implementation and operation of PROMIS (or some 

version of it) proved to be the most challenging, complex, and 

consuming process for the four sites within the ILCCH program. 

Table V summarizes the four sites' experiences with PROMISe Of 

time-

the four sites, only Las Vegas has pursued the implementation of 

a fully automated PROMISe The other sites have involved themselves 

in either semi-automated or manual systems, with varying degrees of 

similarity to PROMIS procedures and forms. 

Wilming.ton and Columbia began the ILCCH program with extremely 

teh\tative plans regarding the implementation of PROMIS. In Wilmington, 

it was determined that efforts should be addressed towards analyzing 

the Attorney General's entire case processing operation. After an 

increased understanding 6f the PROMIS concept within the Attorney 
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PRE-ILCCH 
STATUS 

lMPLEMENTATION 

USE 

INSTlTUTIONALI-
ZATlOS 

OTHER COHMF.NTS 

KALAlIAZOO 

PROH.lS being planned 
for felony cases in 
County Prosecutor's 
Office. 

Full implementation 
in Aug. - Sept. 1917 i 
witness notification 
system, witness 
coordinator J and new 
case forms implemented 
Jan. - March 1976. 

Witness octlficotton 
system used for all 
District Court files; 
completed semi-
automated PROHIS 
will handle all case~ 
in County Prosecutor s 
Office. 

Yes - '-1il1 be 
funded locally. 

Semi-automated system 
has word-processing 
capability. 

---- .. -~~~-

TABLE V 

PROM IS FOUR SITE SIJ)IMAR~ -
WILMINGTON LAS VEGAS COLUMBIA 

Substandard C6se- PROMIS being planned A mllnual rUe Ryscem 
tracking and record- in District in Solicitor's Office. 
keeping in State Attorney's Orfice 
Attorney General's since 1975. 
Office. 

March 1917 - ,New case Full impl~mentation Feb. 1977 - A new 
tracking system and in Aug. - Sept. 1977. manua], sYBtem in 
adminiStrative operation in 
reorganization in Solicitor's Office. 
Attorney General' 8 
Office. 

New system applies to When implemented, All cases in 
all felonies; further PROHIS will handle Solicitor's Office. 
PROHIS-related activi- all cases in 
ties continue. District Attorney's 

Office. 

'\ 

Yes - all changes are Yes - w1l1 be sale Yes - will continue 
part of Attorney infomatiol' system to operate as sole 
Gene~a1's Office. for Di.strict information system. 

Attorney 1 s Off1c~. 

Delays in implemen- Compuonizat!on of 
tation due to manual system is 
technical redesign anticipated in 
of PRONtS program. future. 
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General's office had hfOen achieved, PROMIS was seen as a means for 

revamping the criminal division of this office, despite the fact 

that the criminal division dealt exclUSively with felonies. After 
a preliminary study by ILCCH staff, an REP ~.,as let in May 197~ for 

~',:::::::,:., 

a study to examine case flow operations, procedures, and forms in 

order to develop recommendations for new forms in the PROMIS mold 
and procedures. 

In December 1976, the contractor's assessment was presented to 

the State Attorney General. The report documented a range of 

inefficiencies in case processing procedures and forms, and provided 

recommendations. In January 1977, the Attorney General approved a 

series of proposals for reorganization of the criminal division. 

The major proposal involved the implementation of a new card track-

ing system which made use of a humber of PROMIS features. Imp le-
mentation of the new system was completed in April 1977. At the 

end of the ILCCH program, revamping of procedures in the Attorney 

General's Office continued. Although PROMIS was not implemented 

as such, it led to the management-oriented review of the existing 

system and a variety of improvements which should reduce ineffi-

ciencies in cases handled by the criminal division. At the same 
time, it is important to recognize that these improvements have 

little to do with improving the handling of lower-court cases. 

In Columbia:; PROMIS plans entailed the development of a manual 

system that would be compatible with future automation. A major 
problem which developed involved the adoption of connnon incident 

", 

and booking reports from police agencies so that uniform inputs to 

the manual system would be feasible. Strained relationships between 

the Solicitor's Office and the Sheriff's Office eventually necessi

tated using arrest data from the detention center and pretrial proj-

ect as initial data for PROMISe In truth, the rather simplified, 
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manual system planned had such limited capabilities that it could 

offer little or nothing to outside agencies. In the Spring of 1976, 

information on existing case jackets was copied onto adopted PROMIS 

forms and the'transition to the new system began. In February 1977, 

this new manual system became the sole information source for the 

Solicitor's Office. The system. consisting of card files, is basically 

used for interoffice management and for case tracking. The system's 

major advantage is that it provides information on cases from arrest, 

through warrant receipt, indictment, and disposition. The Solicitor's 

Office has received approval for monies from the state for computer 

hardware to automate the system and to tie it in with record systems 

maintained by the state police and correctional agencies. 

Both Las Vegas and Kalamazoo had committed themselves to the 

development of PROMIS before the ILCCH program and, thus, ILCCH funds 

would provide a needed boost to efforts already underway. Immediately 

following grant approval, the County Prosecutor's Office in Kalamazoo 

decided to implement a semi-automated system which would adopt some 

PROMIS features, while the City Attorney's Office would adopt a 

manual system compatible with the County Prosecutor's system. The 

decision to go with a more limited, semi-automated version of PROMIS 

was conditioned by economic considerations and the specific Ileed of 

the office for a word processing capability with regard to witness 

notification and subpoena preparation. In June 1976, information 

processing equipment was purchae;ed which immediately provided the 

needed word processing capability in addition to having the data 

capabilities needed for the management system. By March 1977, 

technical design and debugging of the "in-house" PROMIS program 

were completed and case entry began. The process of case entry was 

not completed and full operation of the new system had.not yet begun 

as of August 1977. 
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In addition to the development of a Ilew information system, 

analyses undertaken as part of PROMIS drew attention to a number of 

problems regarding witness notification. It was decided that, as 

part of PROMIS, witness management problems would be addressed and, 

subsequently, there have been a number of initiatives which have 

improved witness handling in Kalamazoo..Most significantly, a new 

adjournment notification system began in March 1977 which has 

resulted in substantial savings in citizen's time and witness pay

ments. Although implementation of the semi-automated system has 

been extremely slow and the effects of the new system are still not 

evaluable, the process of implementation has been beneficial in a 

number of respects--new forms and procedures have been developed 

which should prove more efficient; the flow of information and link

ages between City Attorney, County Prosecutor, and the courts have 

been improved; and significant improvements in witness management 

have been made. 

Las Vegas had already conducted a number of PROMIS planning 

studies prior to the ILCCH program" The proposed system would be 

a fully-automated, on-line, real time system using the county's 

1MB 370 computer and would provide all of the capabilities of the 

prescribed PROMIS. Due to growing misdemeanor and felony caseloads 

in the District Attorney\s Office, numerous problems had arisen, 

including the lack of a formal case evaluation system for use in 

screening and prioritizing cases; the lengthy clerical time involved 

in calendar preparation, and the generation of subpoenas and witness 

lists; the lack of an ability to determine which defendants have 

pending cases; and the inability to provide police with case 

disposition data for entry in their criminal history files. It 

was anticipated that PROMIS would address all of these problems and 

needs. 
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By July 1976, the necessary PROMIS hardware had been purchased 

and installed in the District Attorney's Office. The technical 

redesign of the PROMIS program proved to be a lengthy process and 

. f 19~7 Since then testing and was not completed until the'W1nter 0 I. 

debugging has begun in a variety of modes. Full implementation,was 

not complete as of August 1977. When completed, the development and 

implementation of PROMIS will have taken well over two years. While 

ILCCH funding provided the impetus for PROMIS development, it is clear 

that as yet there have been no improvements in misdemeanor case 

handling as a result of PROMIS activities. 

The assessment of the meaning and impact of PROMIS for the four 

sites is somewhat difficult because of the lengthy implementation 

period and the nature of management information systems themselves. 

There is no doubt that the planning and implementation of PROMIS 

was a particularly valuable exercise in Kalamazoo and Wilmington. 

The Delaware Attorney General's Office and the Kalamazoo County 

Prosecutor's Office have carefully analyzed existing case tracking 

f and have already implemented specific improve-procedures and orms 

ments in some cases. All four sites have almost completed full 

. f some k~nd of new information system although these implementat10n 0 ~ 

systems vary from the rather simple manual system of columbia to the 

. L V s In no case, was there a fully automated system 1n as ega. 

1 . d to see ~f these systems and their sufficient operationa per10 ~ 

capabilities were improving the mcmagement Qf prQsecutQ:t:'ial operations 

per see It seems likely, however, that they should and will. 

At the same time, the inclusion of PROMIS as an element in a 

program designed to demonstrate, in a short period, techniques for 

improving the handling of lower-court cases is puzzling. Given the 

rapid start-up periods, it was obvious that the analysis, planning, 

and implementation of, a new information system would necessarily 
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take at least one year. In truth, it has 'taken well over a year in 

all sites. Thus, there could be no real demonstration (or evaluation) 

of the impact of these systems. 

Second, PROMIS, although not restricted to felony case process

ing, generally finds its most significant applications in large 

prosecutor offices where felonies and the tracking and prosecution 

.of felony cases are the priority. Thus, although the ILCCH program 

has provided the impetus for these management system developments in 

all four sites, their development and implementation did little to 

improve misdemeanor case handling during the program period. 

Additionally, it is hard to understand how there might have been 

realistic expectations to the contrary at the outset of the program. 

Since case screening and PROMIS, in operation together,·were the 

"heart" of the ILCCH program, there was little possibility of effective 

demonstration of their impact on lower court case processing during 

the program period. 

There is no doubt that PROMIS did not lead to rapid improvements 

in case handling during the ILCCH grant period. However, all four 

jurisdictions have made changes in their information systems that can 

lead to long-term and broad improvements in case tracking and manage

ment. All of the changes made will provide more complete information 

on cases and their progress through the system than in th~ past. 

Additionally, the development of PROMIS in prosecutor offices has 

generally led to an examination and understanding of related case 

handling processes and. in some cases, improvements were made. The 

fact most relevant to the development of a new information system 

was recognized in all sites--analysis of· current systems and of the 

office's needs should dictate the type of system developed. In all 

cases, the sites developed systems with the complexity and capabilities 

needed in their prosecutor's offices. 
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7.0 SHORT FORM PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS 

7.1 The Component Concept 

The model for the short form PSI report component was the Bronx 
. . (23) SentencJ.ng ProJect. Thi's project was an experiment with short 

form PSI reports for adult misdemeanants in the Bronx Cr:i.minal Court. 

Because a sentence of probation was only possible (under New York 

law) if a PSI report was filed and because of, the time required to 

complete these reports, only about 20 percent of all misdemeanants 

received PSI reports and, thus~ were eligible for probation. The 

Bronx project developed a form which contained the information most 

relevant to judges in sentencing and which could be completed in a 

short amount of t:i.me. Because of this form, more PSI's were com

pleted and more misdemeanants received probation. 

The short form presentence report can result in improved service 

to the courts and to the offender by making available that information 

most salient to sentencing decisions. Because much of the information 

gathered in pretrial release investigations is relevant to sentencing, 

it was thought that information-sharing between these two compon.ents 

would be possible in the ILCCH program. The shorter form would also 

save probation officers time required for completion and would save 

judges the time required to read a..'1.d evaluate the information. 

Finally, these reports should promote more informed sentencing by 

judges, inc~uding the consideration of the 'full range of sentencing 

options, one of which was to be the select offender probation (SOP) 

component (described in Section 8.0 below). 

Thus, the short form PSI report was seen as both a more econom

ical alternative to traditional PSIrepo.rts (many of which contained 

lengthy narratives related to childhood problems, attitudes, person

ality traits, etc.) and as a means of encouraging the completion of 

more reports in the service of better sentencing • 
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7.2 The Experience of the Four Sites 

In many respects, less was accomplished in terms of the short 

form PSI report component than with any others in the ILCCH program. 

In no case was there a new form developed along the lines of the 

model form of the Bronx project. The experience of the four sites 

(summarized in Table VI) mostly reflected the low need for a new 

report in the sites. 

Only in Las Vegas, where misdemeanant probation is not a legal 

option and where there is n,o probation department to conduct PSI's 

for misdemeanants, did the ILCCH program result in a short form 

report for use by judges in sentencing. The PSI component was part 

of the court counseling (CC) project, a deferred sentencing option 

developed as part of the ILCCH program there in lieu of select 

offender probation (see Section 8.2, p. 62) • 

In September 1975, a PSI form was developed in Las Vegas for 

use by judges before and after the deferred sentencing of misdemean

ants. Essentially the form was a short, one-page narrative-type 

report. During a twelve-month period, reports were completed (at the 

request of a judge) on 84 individuals in order to assist judges in 

deciding whether to assign the individual to the CC project and, 

thus, to defer sentencing for three or six months. Additionally, a 

report was completed on all clients (over 500 in twelve h ) mont s at 
the completion of their assignment to the CC project in order to 

assist judges in making a final sentence. The recommendations in 

these reports were almost always followed by the judges. There is 

no doubt that these reports, in conjunction with the CC program, have 

been accepted and used by the judges in Las Vegas' lower courts. 

Because the CC program has become self-sufficient, both the sen

tencing option and the PSI reports will remain available to judges 
in Las Vegas. 
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TABLE VI 

SHORT FORI! PRESENTE~CE INVESTIGATION REPORT - FOUR SITE SUMMARY 

KALAMAZOO WILHl~GTON LAS VEGAS COLUMBIA 

Not requiredi existing Short form PSI's per- No PSI's of ndsde- Infrequently used. 
short form used in formed for some cases; meanants conducted; 
10 - 25% of misdemeanor rapid access to no misdemeanant 
cases. criminal history data probation allwed 

was problem. by state law. 

Development snd lLCCH funds used to September 1975; devel- ILCCH monies used to 
implementation of new purchase two computer oped a one-page, print new form already 
short form attempted terndnals for rapid narrative PSI report developed by local 
but not achieved. acceSs to crime data; for use before and PPPB. 

terminals operational after deferred 
in January 1977. sentencing 8S part 

of CC program. 

Same as pre-ILCCH Terminals used to get Twelve-month period: Infrequent. 
status. data for pretrial and 84 PSI reports before 

presentence fnves ti- deferred sentencing; 
gations; use is PSI Teports completed 
substantial. on all CC clients 

arteT deferred 
sentence: eN!> 500) • 

None. Computer terminals The Cc Program has None. 
will be maintained. become Unancially 

self-sufficient snd 
should remain a 
miSdemeanant sentencing 
alternative. 

new form was a low There was no attempt 
priority with judges. to work with j udic1ary 

or corrections on the 
use of PSI's. 
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In Columbia, the PSI component was to be used to develop a 

new short form report. However, because the local branch of the 

Probation, Parole, and Pardon Board (PPPB) had already developed 

a standardized PSI form patterned after the one employed by the 

state PPPB, it was decided that component funds would be used to 

print this form. After printing, no efforts were expended to 

achieve utilization of this form by judges. ,PSI's had been used 

infrequently in the past partly because of low judicial interest 

and partly because the workloads of the PPPB did not allow high 

utilization. Thus, with no efforts expended by the Solicitor's 

Office on behalf of the new form (because of the Solicitor's lack 

of interest), there has been no change in the use of PSI reports 

in Columbia. Proper analysis prior to component development might 

have indicated that some resources should have been directed 

towards informing judges of the purposes and availability of PSI 

reports and expanding the capability of the PPPB to execute them. 

In Wilmington, an analysis conducted by the MCC revealed that 

the presentence units of the Department of Corrections were already 

using a short form and that the staffing of these units was adequate. 

A majo'J:' problem in the execution of PSI reports was the lengthy delay 

(over a week) resulting from the request for criminal history data 

from state files. For this reason PSI reports were only performed 

for serious misdemeanants; other offenders were sentenced by judges 
without verified information. ILCCH funds, therefore, were USed to 

rent two computer terminals to provide the courts with rapid access 

to criminal history data. Because of the late installation of the 

equipment (January 1977) &ld the early departure of the MCC, there 

was no formal data collected on use of the terminals. Information 
collected from presentence investigators indicated heavy usage of 

the terminals, however, and this usage should be related to more 

PSI reports and the availability of more verified information for 
sentencing. 
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Kalamazoo, like Columbia, accomplished nothing with respect to 

PSI reports. Unlike Columbia, however, considerable effort--invo1ving 

the MCC, the local probation department staff, the local evaluators, 

and judges--was expended over an lS-month period to try to develop 

a county-wide, short form PSI report. The final failure to develop 

a new report reflected a "lukewarm" attitude by the judiciary, a 

series of problems (including turnover and internal disputes) in 

the probation department, and the misguided and alienating efforts 

of the local evaluators. In this case, the involvement of all 

relevant and interest parties--the modus operandi of component develop

ment in the ILCCH program in Kalamazoo--may have rendered the neces

sary consensus a small possibility at best. 

In many ways, the,short form PSI component may have been a poor 

selection for inclusion in the ILCCH program. Almost any court with 

misdemeanor probation-available as a sentencing opti.on has the capa

bility of executing prese~tence reports (usually conducted by the 
'\ 

local probation staff). Without the kind of critical need for these 
~,/ 

reports, such as that manifesbed in the Bronx Criminal Court, they 

are typically performed in cases where a jail sentence is a possi

bility. 

In the ILCCH program, there was no real dissatisfaction on the 

pa:t;~t of the judiciary with existing procedures and forms, except in 

La~! Vegas where misdemeanant probation was not a legal option and 

~7here there were thus no forms or procedures. Without an initiative 

on the part of the judiciary, the development of new forms and/or 

expanded use of PSI reports is not likely to occur. Additionally, 

there were no cases where information from screening ,PROMIS, or 

pretrial investigations was used by presentence investigators. In 

fact, the only real information exchange amongst these components 
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was the use of pretrial information by the screening unit in Columbia, 

an unanticipated but necessary interaction. 

The development and use of new PSI reports is necessarily pre

dicated on the needs and interests of the judiciary. Where there were 

no reports (as in Las Vegas), the judiciary showed a strong desire to 

have PSI reports and a willingness to use them to guide the sentencing 

process. In other cases, the judiciary may not be persuaded of the 

usefulness of PSI information (as in Columbia) or there may be a small 

,capability for performing them (also, as in Columbia). In situations 

of this nature, the nature of the form is less critical than the 

demonstration of the value of PSI information and the development of 

a capability for conducting PSI's. 
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8.0 SELECTED OFFENDER PROBATION 

8.1 The Component Concept 

The selected offender probation (SOP) component was an attempt 

to extend the ILCCH program to the final phase of court processing, 

sentencing, and to the final component of the criminal justice system, 

corrections. SOP was to offer judges another sentencing alternative, 

one less drastic than incarceration but more stringent than the 

standard, unsupervised probation. 

A key element of the component was the identification and ass,;i.gn

ment of misdemeanants in need of intensive supervision to SOP which. 

was intended to maintain caseloads much smaller than those typically 

found in probation units (e.g., 30 clients per officer as opposed to 

100 or 150 clients per officer). In order to augment supervisory 

't ded that the SOP component make use of resources, 1 was recommen 

volunteer counselors who can work on a one-to-one basis Hith proba

tioners. Although the SOP component did not specify any partieular 

treatment approach, individual and group c~' ~)eling (made'~possible by 

the small caseloads) are usually the basis ()f intensive supervision. 

Although SOP, with its lo~ caseloads, was not a partiq,ularly 

cost/effective method of providing probation, i't was felt that the 

necessary increases in probation staff would be offset by two 

factors--the system savings resulting from the lower recidivism 

.~:c:\~tes of clients assigned' to SOP and the manpower savings resulting 

6:.om the sharing of information among pretrial release and presen

tence investigations, and probation. 

" 

S.2 The .Experien.ce of the Fou:c:q:;ites 

In two of the four sites--Wilmington and Columbia--the SOP 

compon~Lt never really assumed the features of a special probation 

proj ect,' that is, IJ,e:i,ther the clientele nor the supervision process 
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differed f~om traditional probation. In Kalamazoo, SOP did result 

in an intensive treatment program for "high, risk" misdemeanants. 

Because probation is not a legal alternative in Nevada, the SOP 

component there took the shape of a deferred sentencing program for 

"low risk" misdemeanants. The experiences of the four sites are 

summarized in Table VII. 

In Columbia, the SOP component (like the pretrial program) was 

located in the Solicitor's Office and run by the MCC rather than being 

integrated in (or even coordinated with) the local Probation, Parole;,' 

and Pardon Board: (PPPB). Because the program was not explained to 

local judges, referrals were slow and no understanding of the 

specific purposes of "special probation" was achieved. Referrals 

were made to SOP in the absence of any criteria and, thus, SOP 

clients d:~d not significantly differ from clients assigned to the 

PPPB. 

From the beginning the program had major management problems, 

based in some part on leadership :<Ullbiguously shared by the Solicitor's 

Office and the project director of $,QP (the director was eventually 
, \ 

.terminated), which resulted in diSjoiirl.t operations. A volunteer 

component was attempted, but because of administrative problems, was 

never effectively implemented. The supervision offered was minimal. 

In November 1976, a decision was made to terminate the SOP component 

so that remaining funds could be reallocated to the "more successful" 
.0' //,-

components. Most of 1!ie 63 clients assigned to the program were 

transferred to the PPPB. The SOP component's failure resulted from 

a lack of communication of its special purposep to judges; from a 

failure to integrate the component within the existing probation 

agency; from the failure to develop specific selection criteria and 

guidelines for supervision; and, finally, above all, from poor 

management. 
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TABLE VII 

SELECTED OFFENDER PROBATION - FOUR SITE SUMMARY 

PRE-ILCCH 
STATUS 

IMPLEMENTATION 

USE 

KALAMAZOO 

Misdemeanant probation 
provided by Probation' 
Depu~tments staffing 
each court. 

April. 1976: SOP 
dev~l0f!ed and i.mple
..-ented for District 
Court 9-1. 

Supervised about 33 
cUents for 12 months 
u;si~g spec!.al treat
u.ent t.leth~ds. 

'INSTITtTrxONALI- Yes. SOP refunded 
ZATION wi th LEAA block 

funds, 

OTHER COMMENTS 

WILHINGTON 

Misdemeanant probation 
provided by DA,C; case
loads mixed wI felons. 

'..1h1y 1976: 2 PO's 
hired to provide 
intensive supervision 
to misdemeanan ts 001.1" 

Supervised about 60 
clients; no evidence 
of intensive super
vision. however. 

No. 

Few m:lsdemeanantu 
incarcerated, thus, 
SOP was not an 
alternative to 
incarceration • 
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LAS VEGAS 

Misdemeanant probation 
not a legal option 
in Nevada. 

August 1975: Court 
Couns eling (CC) 
Program began as 
deferred sentencing 
option. employing 2 
counselors and 
volunteer3. 

COLUMBIA 

Regular probation 
available through local 
PPPB. 

Feb. 1976: SOP operated 
out of Solicitor's 
Office. 

1 th I Received 63 clients F:~:: ;;;m~dlvidu81B during 11 months of 
:notgned to CC for operation. 
3 or 6-month period. 

Yes, CC pro~ram now No., 
salf-sufficient, 
operating on a fee
for-service basis. 

Program found wid~ 
use in ,·lower courts 
bec8~e of a .!ack of 
diversion/s~f..,"i~ncing 
a1 ternat1 ves.~ 

As a result o:f program 
l'estructuring. SOP 

\ended in Janua~ 1977. 

, 

','\ 

1. 
fo-' 

1-'1' 

I: 

# = 

In Wilmington, the SOP component encountered immediate problems t'·, 

because of a lack of interest on the part of the Department of 

Corrections (DAC). Th~ plan to develop a special misdemeanant 

probation unit (staffed by two officers) was not well received 

because the :nAC was not persuaded of the viability of intensive 

supervision as an approach and because the hiring of two officers 

on federal funds meant that state funds would be necessary for 

continued operations after ILCCH funds ran out. EventtJlally two 

"" ~j probation officers were hired and "loaned" to the DAC/inorder to 

create a special probation unit for misdemeanants; 60 clients were 
aSSigned from DAC caseloads. 

Again, the SOP component never developed any spe.cial criteria 

for cli~nt selection; there was no conception of what was to be 

different about SOP and "the supervision offered was not.: different 
from traditional, "unsupervised" probation. 

The component was never 
effectively managed; in fact, one of the officers was terminated for 

"indiscretion." Ipthe end, the DAC reported that the SOP unit had 

a negative impact on DACoperations because of its poo'i- performance 

and New CastJ,e County did. not refund the proj ect. 

Only Kalamazoo was able to develop an SOP component which 

developed and applied criteria for client selection and offered a 
special treatment program. 

The SOP component was directed by one 
counselor arid worked in conjunction with the probation department 

for District, Court 9-1. After applying criteria (related to prior 

record, current offense employment, etc.), presentence investigators (0 

would aSSign each misdemeanant a numerical Score ind;Lcating his 
,\\' "risk factor. ';~ If an individual fell in' the predetermined "high 

risk" range, the SOP officer Would conduct an-interview to determine 

final eligibility and a reconunendation Would be made to the judge 
regarding as0signment'to the progran,i: 
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As of May 1977, 33 offenders had been assigned to the SOP program. 

The treatment approach adopted by the program was known as "the human 

resource development technique" and was d.esigned to develop a variety 

of skills through intensive counseling' artd individual goal setting. 

Recidivism data, limited however to a s~-month treatment period, indi

cated that there were significaI}t reductions in the frequency of 

offenses of clients in comparison to base1ine.data. The SOP component 

was heavily supporte~ by local judges ('\oTho followed all recommendations 

for client assigiunent) and by theCoord~nating·Counci1. The decision 

to refund th~ SOP program occurred because the program was needed, had 

established a unique function as a special probation alternative, and 

because it w~s able to bring evidence of its effectiveness. 

Because probation cannot be granted to misdemeanants in Nevada, 

the Las Vegas SOP component was developed as a deferred sentencing 

proj ect called court counseling ,eCC). The CC program, which developed 

and utilized a volunteer component, was a community-based program 

offering individua1,and group counseling and referral to other social 

agencies. Misdemeanants were assigned .to the program for three or 

six months, while sentencing was deferred. At the end of. this period, 

clients wou11/1~tu'rn to court and would be sentenced, usually in 

,,? d ' 'vJ h d' f h CC accor ance W1.tn t e present~nce recommen at1.on 0 t e program. 

Because judges only had jail terms or fines as sentencing alter

natives (and jail was rarely employed), the CC program offered a , 

significant sentencing alternative for judges in the lower courts. 

During a l2-month period, the program was assigned, 537 clients. The 

deferred sentence allowed the courts to offer assistance to misde

meanants and,at the same time, to suspend sentencing until a more 
" 

info:r:med decision could be made. As ILCCH funding ran out , the Cc 

, p,rogr~m instituted a fee-for-service system, which, along with the 

program's support by the courts, assures continuance of court counsel-
~; /1 

ing in Las Vegas. 
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In Columbia and Wilmington, the f '1 a1. ure to develop and effec-

tively operate a probat1.'on component 1 a ong the lines of the SOP 

ana ysis conduc-concept was a reflection of, the lack of p1ann1.'ng. and 1 

ted in those sites during grant preparation. Local correctional 

agencies were not involved; their interests and needs were not 

sp1icited; and the SOP concept was not "sold" to the couJ;ts. In 

addition to operating as proJ'ectsseparate fr'om . corrections agencies, 

neither SOP . t d proJec ever eve10ped criteria for client selection or 

offered any t f 'J ype 0 special or intensive supervision. Finally, 

inadequate management and personnel selection rendered both projects 

operationally disjoint and ineffective. ,I Nor sui-prising1y, neither 

project was institutionalized. 

In contrast, the components in Kalamazoo and' L as Vegas were 

carefully shaped to serve the needs of the courtsi,: and, i' n Kalamazoo, 

to augment existing services :i.n the probation depi;l,rtment. Both 

components developed client criteria which reinforced the special 

nature of their services. In Las ~T vegas, clients were mostly first-

time misdemeanor offenders, while in Kalamazoo they were "high risk" ~ 
both sites, the components were tied to presentence 

client selectio~ and for final sentencing. 

misdemeanants. In 

investigations for 

Given the way the cc program evolved in Las Vegas, it might 

have been more effective to have designa'ted the .SOP component (at 

the ILCCH pro ' ' gram s nat1.onal-1eve1 initiation) as any kind of special 

Probation or d1.·ver' 1 ,', S1.on a ternative that could be f1.' tted to the special 

needs of the local courts. Th' 1.S would have allowed more flexibility 

in the design of the component. Th e int~nsive supervision prescribed 

by the component was not a ne~l idea and 'correctiona1 agencies in 

Wilmington and Columbia were not enamored e·1.'ther with the concept or 

with the labor-intensive nature of ,~pecial probation. A more 
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t old have resulted more 
open-ended approach to this componen c u 

k · d Co useful appropriate and self-sufficient 
generally in the ~n ox 

program developed in Las Vegas. 

d K ·1 were institutionalized 
The SOP components in Las Vegas an a amazoo 

d th J'ud~c~ary and were coordinated with (or at 
because they serve e ~ ~ 

least did not affect or upset) existing probation activities. The 

specific development of an intensive supervision proj ect should be 

dictated, however, by the need for special probation by some speci

fied group of clients; this only occurred in Kalamazoo where client 

selection criteria were developed. 
.It is likely that, given the size 

the nature of their offenses, tha't 
r~ 

offe'r diversion, deferred 
of tne misdemeanant popul~tion and 

programs (like CC in Las Vegas) which can 

sentencing, referral or other services on a large scale would be more 

useful to ,the lower courts. 
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9.0 THE MASS CASE COORDINATOR 

9.1 The Component Concept 

Because the ILCCH program was to require the involvement and 

cooperation of all criminal 'justice agencies and because the program 

wa.s also inter-jurisdictional, the MCC position was formulated. 

This individual was to develop the cooperation and coordination 

necessary to insure efficient and effective component development 

and implementation. The MCC was necessarily to be a liaison between 

agencies and jurisdictions and was to assume, when relevant, the 

roles of system-wide planner, project director, and trouble-shooter. 

The actual agency affiliation of the MCC, his specific base of power, 

and his responsibilities were left unspecified; they w~re to be 

developed in accord with the nature of the local criminal justice 

system, its needs, and its ILCCH program. 

9.2 The Experience of the Four Sites 

There is no doubt that Kalamazoo was the only site that pursued 

and achieved the kind of MCC role and coordinating mechanisms deemed 

essenti,~l to the effective implementation of the ILCCH program. It 

was obvious early in the program that the other sites either had no 

conception of how to achieve an effective MCC role and/or had no 

intention of creating one. Inst/ead an individual was hired, given 

the MCC position, and assigned: varied and often ambiguous duties and 

powers. The difference betwe4n Kalamazoo and the other sites is 

clearly reflected by the failure of the other sites to maintain an 

operating advisory or coordinating group to support the MCC, even 

though all sites originally developed such a group. 

In Kalamazoo, the key to the creation of a viable MCC role was 

the establishment of an interested and committed Coordinating Council 

consisting of members of all criminal justice agencies likely to be 
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affected by the proposed components. Component design and implemen

tation was the function of working subcommittees of Council members, 

a situation which--in and of itself--promoted interagency communication 

and cooperation. The Council served as a policy and review board, 

examining and providing direction for the work of the subcommittees 

and of the MCC. The Council delineated specific responsibilities to 

the MCC and provided broad agency support for. his work. 

The Council's regular meetings provided a continuous foru~ for 

discussions of component plans, progress made in component imple

'mentation, and of a range of other lower court issues not strictly 

within the province of the ILCCH program. Some of the problems and 
issues dealt with by the Council, in addition to specific ILCCH-

related matters, included: 
• the establishment of policies for transporting intoxicated 

persons to the detoxification center; 

• the expansion of the use of citations to the Kalamazoo 
County Park Commission; 

• the consideration of centralizing probation services for the 

county; and 
• the possibility of establishing a uniform, county-wide~ 

arraignment time. 

The Council, thus, became a mechanism for airing the concerns and 

interests of a wide range of agencies and, while problems w'ere not: /I 

always resolved and components'(summons and PSI reports) were not 

always impl~ented, participants became aware of the needs, motives 

and perceptions of other agencies and, at least, th~reasons why 

things were not accomplished became clear. 

The MCC in Kalamazoo was responsible for implementing the policies 

and plans of the Council and its subcommittees by working with the 

relevant agencies and personnel, establishing schedules, and monitoring 

project accomplishments. He brought problems to the attention of the 

Council i;l.nd raised a number of important issues r!3gardtn g misdemeanor 
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handling th t a were not strictI h' y a part of the program. F 
l.S examination of witnes's or instance, 

notification procedures led 
dation to th C ' to recommen-

e ouncl.l, and eventual adoption 
the hiring of a wit _ , ' of new procedures and 

ness coordl.nator In 
in Kalam~lzoo h . all, the MCC' s performance 

" was c aracterized by sk'll ' 
deter' , l. ,enthusl.asm leadership, and 

mJ.natl.on. Although all of these attributes ' 
personal, the favorable situation ' are unquestionably 
MCC role, was largely l.n Kalamazoo, with regard to the 

responsible for the abil't 
and make effective l. y to operationalize 

use of these qualities ' l.n the ILCCH program con-
text. 

In effect, th e quality of the MCC role and function in K 1 
cannot be separated f ' a amazoo 

rom the operation of a co ' 
Coordinating Council Dl' mml.tted and interested 

t
' • tl.IDately, they provided 

o make the MCC role v' bl the ':support necessary 
l.a e. It should be noted 

approac.h favored in Kal that the interagency 
~, amazoo and the goal of consensus 

acro.~:s county agencies and unHormity 
/ partially resulted in two 

and'" short form r components, summons 
eports , not being implemented 

did not always at all. Thus, the MCC 
encounter unwavering support for the component con

concepts and attempt 
cepts, but did actively solicit interest in the 
to achieve agreement. 

A MCC role ,never deve:lopeA ' L 

1 
~ l.n as Vegas largel b 

pans ther.e (outlined i th y ecause program 
n ,e grant application) d 1 

for component development . 1 e egated responsibility 
, ' l.IDp ementation, and operation 

agencies or individuals. to specific 
. There was no interaction l.nt specified between 

components, 

the MCC'was 
eragency coordination was rarel . y requl.red and th 

to do little but administer th ' us, 
professional back d ' e program., The MCC' s 

, groun , devoid of either general 
experl.ence or specific . 

criminal justice 

County, reinforced his experl.ence in Clark 
limited role. 
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It is not surprising that the proposed coordinating council 

disintegrated early, that there was little awareness of an ILCCH 

"program" in the local system, and that almost no coordination took 

place. Instead, the Las Vegas !LCCH program was essentially a set 

of components, some of which, however, were notably successful. 

In Columbia the MCC role evolved with no·clear delineation of 

power or responsibilities from the Solicitor's Office. At least 

partly for this reason, and because of the lack of energy and deter

mination in the MCC role and function which such a situation reinforced 

or may even have created, little was achieved in Columbia in terms 

of inter-agency or inter-component coordination. Most of the local 

criminal justice system was never involved in the program--the courts 

were largely unaware of SOP and pretrial release and the operation 

of these components by the Solicitor's Office did little to integrate 

the components within the relevant agencies. The affiliation of the 

program with the Solicitor's Office and the lack of meaningful efforts 

by the MCC seemed to exacerbate existing tension,s between agencies 

rather than create any new s.enseof cooperation. 

The MCC role was terminated in November 1976 and remaining funds 

f 1 t W~th the except~on of were shifted to more success u componen s. ~ ~ 

linkages established by the ca~e screener with the police, the ILCCH 

program never went beyond the Solicitor's Office where it suffered 

from insulation, lack of attention, and inadequate drive and deter

mination' on the part of the MCC. It is not surprising that the only 

two component§ to survive were those most related to the operations 

of the Solicitor's Office: PROMIS and case screening. 

Because almost no ,pre-program planning had been carried out in 

Wilmington, b~cause agency irrterest and commitment were not great, 

and because the established coordinating committee disbanded almost 
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immediately, the MCC was literally "stuck" with}h~ ILCCH program in 

New Castle County. If the MCC role in Columb,;:'a v;;:},unclear, in 
!' ~\, 

Wilmington the role was exhaustive--the MCC l~'.aS to !wlicit interest 
,1 \ 
1 

in the components; plan, design, implement, .b:lfl (in soc~e cases) 
\ \ .. 

manage the components; and, of course, deveH~p int (;;:rag edV' coordina-
\ \ tion so that the components could become a pro,gram. Reprrsentative 

of the lack of interest or concern for the program was die fact that 
\ " it took the MCC a number of months to even f:i,ud an agencA for admini-

, " 

strative placement of his position and so tha:';.: he .::ould~ire t,er-
\ ! 

\ I 
/ ..., ) 

\ / 

\" I 
, I 

Without the active suppo.rt of a council or ag8l.~{;Y!, the ILCCI~ 

sonnel. 

program in New Castle County became nothing more than a series o~; 

uncoordinated efforts by the MCC to develop, implement, and operate 
(, 

components in the fa\::e of varying degrees of agency disinterest. 

Although most components were implems:nted in some fashion, their 

operations were often confused, partly because of a lack of attention 

brought about by the MCC's decision t'o depart from the program early. 

This decision reflected his own frustrations with his role and the 

knowledge that most components would not survive beyond the grant 

period no matter what transpired operatj.onally. 

Although the MCC position,did not develop into an effective 

coordinating mechanism for encouraging inter-agency and inter

jurisdictional cooperation in three of the sites, the Kalamazoo 

experience underlined the viability of .the concept, given conditions 

conducive to the role. These conditidl1S were primariiy a local under

standing of the role and its purposes; a commitment to these purposes 

within the criminal justice community; and the operation of a council 

(representative of cr:iminal justice agencies) that could provide 

direction and support for the role (see Section 11.1 below). In 
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their absenc'e, the MCC role in the other sites evolved without 

either d(irectio~ (Columbia), support (Wilmington), 6r"'-smbstantive 

responsibility (Las Vegas). 
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10.0 PROGRAM SUMMARY 

In order to provide a framework for 5unnnarizing the experience 

of the ILCCH program across the four sites, the national evaluation 

posed four questions, selected because they circumscribe the major 

goals and issues associated with the ILCCH program. These questions, 
::,.: 

mentioned earlier (see Section 1.4, p. 12) were: 

• Can the criminal justice system, via .the ILCCH 
program, offer processirrg alternatives which free 
system an~.social costs? 

I- ," 

e. Are the system benefits accrued through the use of 
processing alternatives linked to certain system and 
social costs? 

• Can the criminal justice system, via the ILCCH 
'.prr>,gram, utilize screening and information-gathering 
mechanisms which promot~ better resource allocation 
and positive system effects? 

• Can the system implement a formal coordinating 
function which will insure system efficiency through 
the development of inter-agency communication and 
coordination? 

10.1 Can the Crbninal Justice System,Via the ILCCH Program, 
Offer Processing Alternatives Which Free System Resources? 

Four ofthe,ILCCH <;:.ompon~nts--police citation, summons, pretrial 

relea..c;e, and selected offender probation--were processing alternatives 

des~gned as strategies for dealing with misdemeanant offenders at 

v§lriouscstages of the criminal\justice process. Citation and summons 

were processing alternatives to the somewhat costly, traditional 

arrest pro~edures; pretrial release was an alternative to traditional 

detention and bail prJlctices; and selected of~ender probation (SOP) 

would provide judges with a sentencing option in lieu of incarceration" 

OF unsupervised probation. By offering alternative, less drastic 

'='strategies for handling misdemeanant offenders, all four components 

could supposedly result in a variety of resource savings for the 

criminal justice system. 
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Of the 16 processing components to be implemented in the four 

h 13 cases where the alternative represented by the 
sites, t ere were 
component did not already exist in the relevant lowerc',ourt or 

d were already employed for misde-
jurisdiction. Citations an summons 
meanants in Las Vegas, and the lower courts of New Castle County 

already had formal pretrial services available formisdemeanants. In 

terms of the 13 opportunities for component implementation, then, 

there were 10 components implemented. Citations and summons were 

not attempted in Columbia because of state law, and summons failed 

to be implemented in Kalamazoo, despi te intensive efforts, because 

existing, informal procedures were serving the same functions as 

summons. 

Thus, for citation, summons, pretrial release and SOP, there 

were ten components implemented. Five of these components--citations, 

summons, and SOP in Wilmington and pretrial release and SOP in 

Columbia--were characterized by misconceptions and difficulties both 

in implementation and operation. These problems mostly reflected 

the lack of early planning and analysis in these sites and the fi:ti1ur'e 

to ever gain the commitment or involvement of local criminal justice 

agencies. 

Operationally, only 'two of the ten components'--pretria1 release 

and court counseling (CC) in Las Vegas--received substantial use. 

Pretrial release irl1:.erviewed around 3,654 arrestees in 13 months, 

resulting in the release of around 900 individuals; court counseling 

was' assigned and provided services to over 537 clients in a 12~month 
period. Of all the ILCCH components, the pretrial release program 

in Las Vegas was the only one to result in substantial resource 

savings, a resul~ of the fact that the program effected the release 

of 900 individuals, almosta~l indigents who would have remained in 

jail at least seven days if not for the availability of pretrial 

services. 
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Of the ten components implemented as processing alternatives, 

five were institutionalized. Three of these--citations and summons 

in Wilmington and citations in Kalamazoo--are procedural mechanisms 

that will continue to be employed by the police and courts although 

the extent of their use cannot be predicted. The other two institu

tionalized components--SOP in Kalam~zoo and CC in Las Vegas--are 

sentencing options. 

The four processing components (citation, summons, pretrial 

release, and SOP) did not find any simple or routine application 

less costly alternatives to existing procedures, in the manner 

envisioned at the outset of the ILCCH program. This is apparent 

from the implementation and operational difficulties which beset 

some of the components, from the limited use and savings realized 

as 

by most of the components, and from the fact that only five of the 

ten components implemented were institutionalized. If one criterion 

for program success was a lasting improvement in lower-court case 

handling, then these components, as a whole, contributed little 

towards success. 

The problems with achieving the kind of benefits and savings 

targeted by these components were as complex and multiple as the 

criminal justice systems in which they arose. In some cases, like 

summons in Kalamazoo or pre~rial release j.n Wilmington, a need simply 

did not exist. In other cases (mostly in Columbia and Wilmington), 

a range of administrative/management problems led to confusion over 

the nature and purposes of the . component, agenc1es never accepted or 

were committed to the concept, and thus, the implementation and 

operation of the component were much less than ideal. Finally, a 

variety of restrictions prevented many components (even those effi

ciently implemented and operated) from achieving broad usage or sub

stantial savings. At one extreme, state law in South Carolina prevented 

even the attempt at implementing citation and summons. More common, 
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however, were restrictions based on local policies which limited) 

( . 11 ummons and citations eligibility for the components espeC1a y s 

the op erational nature of the components (e.g., or which limited 

the need to book individuals issued citations, or the need to hand-

deliver summons). h or formalize Finally, attempts to broaden t e use 

some components were often resisted the use l.2f because they either 

o,r would have reduced would have reduced the discretion of judges 

the workloads of certain agencies. 

10.2 Are the System Benefits 
Processing Alternatives 
Social Costs? 

A corollary of the first 

Accrued Through the Use of 
Linked to Certain System and 

. . the issue of potential quest10n 1S 

costs that may accrue through the use of the four processing com

implementation and 

SOP result 

ponents described above. In other words, did the 

t . 1 release, and .. summons pre r1a operation of ct1at10ns" . . 

outcomes or costs for the criminal Just1ce in negative 

Alternatively, did the issue of potential costs affect 

implementation and operations? 

system? 

component 

J..·n the use of citation, summons, and preOne area of concern 

trial release is the possibility of a high number of failure-to-appears 

h . ise to appear in court (that is individuals released on t e1r prom . 

' h· however d1d 1 f ·1 ~o appear). T 1S concern, , and who subsequent y a1 ~ 

not manifest itself in any of the four ILCCH sites with respect to 

citations and summons. There was no data from police or courts 

, . ificant numbers of failure-to-appears indicatiilg that there were a s1gn 

. . Essentially, this (FTA's) who had been issued citation or summons. 

is a result of the restricted 

and summons and the exercise of 

eligibility for issuance of citations 

police discretion; citations and 

1 used f or the most trivial summons were most y . misdemeanors, for first-

time offend~fs, and for local residents. 
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A more significant "cost" issue which did arise in the imple

mentation of citations and summons in Wilmingt0n and Kalamazoo was 

related to the collection of local criminal history data On offenders. 

In Wilmington, the use of citations and summons was hampered by State 

Police policy mandating booking and fingerprinting of all arrestees. 

Additionally, local police and courts felt that the use 'of these 

alternatives in lieu of arrest would impair ~he ability of police 

to build offender profiles, a function thought to be essential to 

police effectiveness. In Kalamazoo, a similar concern was voiced 

when attempts were made to implement summons. 

Another cost issue related to the issuance of citations arose 

from evidence in Kalamazoo that arrests based on Citable arrest 

opportunities increased by 50 percent during the period of Citation 

use. In other words, there was Some evidence that the availability of 

citations resulted in an increase in police intervention in situations 

where no action might have occurred in the past. Although there 

might be other causes for this increase in arrests, the Kalamazoo 

Police Department suggested that, indeed, citations may have been 

resulting in more arrests. Thus Citations, while saving the police 

time and resources, may actually have resulted in more cases being 
brought into the lower courts. 

Of the three pretrial release components implemented under the 

ILCCH program, the Las Vegas program suffered mc~,t--in fact, was 

terminated--as a result of questions related to the costs to the system 

and public of releasing defendants on their o,m recognizance. How

ever, it is important to emphasize that the Las Vegas component 

departed from the ILCCH program concept ~y including felons in the 

eligible popUlation of ROR candidates and that it was this departure 

which was largely responsible for the program's demise. Despite 

an extremely low FTA rate (under 2 percent), the issue of serious 
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offenders being released and committing offenses while free was 

forcefully exploited by opponents of the program. Because many 

d f d released by the program and because some of 
felony e en ants were 
them committed serious offenses while on release, the media were able 

to provide d~amatic incidences of the public being victimized by 

the "revolving doors of justice" phenomenon. Despite the quality 

of the component, as sho~m by evaluation, it·was terminated in the 

end, because there were few political benefits to be gained from sup-

porting its refunding. 

In columbia, both the sop and pretrial components suffered from 

the general unpopu1arit:y of the component concepts throughout the 

local criminal justice system, Fears about implementing a formal 

program of pretrial release or of selected offender probation were 

reflected in the informal nature of the programs. Judges were never 

informed of the programs; the components were oper.ated out of the 

Solicitor's Office; informal judgments and unfocused management 

characterized their operation; and finally, both programs were 

terminated. It would appear that the prevailing philosophies in 

Columbia were simply not conducive to programs like pretrial release 

and SOP. 

In summary, negative outc9mes or costs of the type specified at 

the beginning of the program (fai1ure-to-appears, rearrests~ etc.) 

were not, with the exception of the Las Vegas pretrial program, llJ.9Jer 
,./ 

impediments to the implementation or operation of these components. 

Data on FTA rates and rearrest rates indicated that these outcomes 

were not very different from those of similar programs.' More impor

tant were concerns of agencies such as the loss of criminal history 

data, budget reductions, and the procedural mechanisms needed for 

component implementation. 
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10.3 Ca~ ~he Crimin~l Justice System, Via the ILCCH Program, 
Ut~l~ze Screen~ng and Information Gathering Mechanisms 
Which Promote Better Resource Allocation and Positive 
System Effects? 

screen~ng, IS, and Three of the ILCCH components--case . PROM 

short form presentence investigation (PSI) reports-~were designed 

oca 'on, etter ecision-making, to promote better resource all ti b d 

and greater consistency in various decisions. unlike the processing 

alternatives, these components involved the collection of information 

toward the development of policy such that variol,ls ineffid.encies 

and inconsistencies could be reduced. 

The assessment of the extent to which these components reached 

their goals is made difficult by the f t h ac t at two of the components 

(PROl-lIS and case screening) were not . 1 1 S1ffiP Y a ternatives to existing 

procedures, but rather mechanisms that inevitably would 'have to be 

integrated into the prosecutor's office as a whole. Additionally, 

PROMIS required so much time for implementation that its effects 

on existing procedures and outcomes is impossible to assess at 

this time. 

In contrast to the processing alternatives, the information

gathering mechani~ls represented by PROMIS, case screening, and PSI 

reports were more +ike1y to a~!eady exist in some form in the sites. 

screen~ng units and had Las Vegas and Ka1a,t.nazoo already had formal . 

committed themse1V'es to the deve10pmen.t of PROMIS prior to the ILCCH 

program, and some type of short-form PSI report was ~n use' 1 ..... ~n Ka amazoo, 

Wilmington, and C()lumbia. 

Some activitJ,'.y occurred with t , respec. to screening in Las Vegas, 

and PSI reports ~.n Kalamazoo and Columbia, but there were no signif

icant modificati~ms or improvements in existing procedures. In 

Wilmington the speed with which PSI's could be completed was increased 
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a comput~'r terminal which provided rapid access to 
by purchasing 

f 1 screening existed, a common 
state files. In Kalamazoo where orma 
warrant request and disposition form was developed for use by all 

This form allowed the collection 
prosecutoria1 agencies in the county. 

h ' tl.'on and denial for use by 
of comparable data on warrant aut orl.za 

.In addition, Kalamazoo developed 
police and prosecutoria1 agencies. 

1 at the end of the IL.CCR program. period. 
a police charging manua 

Discounting the five cases discussed above then (bec.ause they 

did not constitute significant departure from pre-ILCCH procedures) 

there were seven situations--screening in columbia, PROMIS in all 

four sites, and PSI's in Las Vegas--where the ILCCH components could 

be implemented as innovations within the local criminal justice sys

tem. In all ca.ses, components have' been (or are close to being) 

In all sites, the development and implementation of 
implemented. 

taken 
PROMIS and related changes in the prosecutors' offices have 

almost the entire grant period. Although it is anticipated 
that these 

, t and procedures will significantly improve 
new informatl.on sys ems 
the effic:l.ency of prosecutorial operations, no evaluation was possi-

ble in most cases. In Kalamazoo, witness notification procedures 

were changed as part of PROMIS and data indicated meaningful resource 
It should be noted again that 

savings as a result of this change. 
PROMIS implementation. targeted., either all cases in the prosecutors' 

offices or only felonies (Delaware), meaning that the substantial 

resources a11ocate.d to this component are more likely to affect felony 

processing than misdemeanors or the lower courts. 

two most significant information-gathering components, in The 
terms Clf use and impact during the ILCCH, program, were the case 

screening component in Columbia and the presentence report in Las 

h' t ll.' g (CC) program. Case Vegas, which was part of t e cour counse n 

d d l.'nto the S'olicitor's Office in Columbia 
screening was intro uce 
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and, for the first time, cases were screened prior to indictment. 

In addition to improving the quality of case di~positions, ?creening 

has significantly reduced the number of pending cases. The avail

ability of presen.tence reports as part of the CCprogram in Las Vegas 

has meant that, fo.r the first time, lower court judges ~ave reliable 

information for use in making d~cisions regarding assignment to the 

CC program and regarding final sentencing. 

Almost all of the procedural changes. and new information systems 

introduced a~ part of the ILCCH program will be institutionalized. 

Only the introduction. of screening into the 19wer courts of New 

Castle County fail~d to be i~S1;:~t~tiona1ized. Thus., these compo

nents, while producing fe~17 of the immediate benefits anticipated 

at the beginning of the program and while not always misdemeanor

specific in nature, will probably produce longer-term improvements 

in case handling (specifically, in prosecutoria1 operations) than 

the processing alternatives discussed in Section 9.1. Again, however, 

the integrated operation of .screening and PROMIS, designed to be the 

"heart" of the management-oriented approach of the ILCCH program, 

was not demonstrated as part of the ILCCH program in any of the sites. 

10.4 Can the Criminal Justice Sys~em, Via the ILCCH Program, 
Implement a Formal Coordinating Function Which Will 
Insure System Efficiency ·.Through the Development of 
Intera[ency Communication and Cooperation? 

This question, more than the other three, addresses the central 

issue of t.he ILCCH prt=1,gra,m--the extent to which improved management 

and interagency cQordination can produce better lower court case 

handling. The centr.;\l question,. then, is whether the ser:i.es of 

d:i.~$;rete practices and proced~resrepres~nted by the com~onents 

worked together to produce a program. In this sense, the critical 

focus is the performance of the Mass Case,,:Jioo.rdinators (MCC' s) and 

the nature of program structure that evo1vecJ, with the MCC role. 
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Kalamazoo was the on,ly site which demonstrated that system-" 

wide improvements could be made. 

The MCC, the Council and its subcommittees, working together" 

did demonstrat~ the viability of a S)~stemwide approach to misdeme;anor 

case handling. Many improvements w~re made and issues examined v:la 

the components and 9tltside of the components.. Most important, mis

demeanor case handling was finally accorded attention and various 

processes and procedures were examined in depth for the first time. 

As a result of the support for t;he Council, it appears that institu

tionalization of some type of interagency group is assured in 

Kalamazoo County" Currently, the formatiol,l of a system-wide criminal 

justice council for' the county !las been propos'ed to the Michigan 

Office of Criminal Justice Planning. The fact o~ the Council's 

creation, however, is prqbably of much lel3s importance than the local 

perception of the need for such a council with the corresponding like

lihood that such a perceived need would allow the council a real role 

an,d function in Kalamazoo's criminal justice system. 

The three other sites, how~v~r, failed to develop either a 

viable MCC role or the active inter-agency councils needed to support 

the role. In Las Vegas, the MCC assumed the primary function of admin

istrator. Component developme~t, implementation, and operations were 

the responsibility of specific agencies or individuals, and issues of 

system-wide coordination an,d management were mostly ignored. In 

Wilmington, the MCC nece~sarily assumed too many roles. In the face 

of agency disinterest and with no real power, the MCChad little 

choice but to attempt to implement the program himself, component by 

component and agency by agency. Finally, in Columbia, the responsi-

..... bilities of the MCCwere largely undefined, his power was ambiguous, 

and his own management e;fforts were minimal. As a result, little was 
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accomplished in terms of inter-agency coordination or increased aware~ 

ness of misdemlaanor case handling problems. 

In sum, in three of the sites a viable MCC role did not evolve , 
nor did a program, as such, take place. Only in Kalamazoo did misde

meanant case handling receive an inter-agency and inter-jurisdictional 

examination and did coordination occur to any degree. Even in 

Kalamazoo, however, it can be misleading to speak of an ILCCH program, 

because even there, the relationships between the components remained 

tenuous at best (see Section 11.1 for a full discussion of the via

bility of the component-to-program relationship and the MCC concept). 

In no site was an MCC position institutionalized. In Kalamazoo, 

however, attempts are underway to institutionalize an interagency 

council, a mechanism that proved more significant than any of the 

MCC positions. 

10.5 Summary of Findings 

It is obvious that the ILCCH program resulted in a diversity of 

individual site and component processes &nd results. As such, the 

findings below are necessarily generalizations from the variability 

of the ?rogram experience. 

• The processes of component/program planning and 
development were conducted rapidly and often without 
sufficient analysis of .local need, existing procedures, 

• 
·or agency interest. 

In many cases, component implementation proved to be 
a diffic1Jlt and time-consuming process, because of a 
lack of planning, a lack of agency interest, or 
because of the complexity of the compo'nent (as with 
PROMIS) and the system itself. 

'I The four,program co~ponents which represented processing 
alternatJ.ves--citatJ.on, summons, .pretrial release, and 
selected offender probation--were often implemented in 
a limited form, and (with the exception of pretrial 
release and court counseling in Las Vegas) achieved 
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limited use and savings; only five of the ten exampl~s 
of these components implemented across the four sites 
were institutionalized. 

The three information-processing components--case 
screening, PROMIS, and short form presentence investi
gation reports--were implemented in various forms but, 
in no site, did they operate together to produce the 
kind of management of case flow envisioned (case 
screening in Columbia was a partial exception); PROMIS 
implementation took almost the whole grant period in 
all sites and therefore contributed little to the 
program demonstration. 

The operation of a viable Mass Case Coordinator role 
and a coordinating council nccurred only in Kalamazoo, 
vrhere the council proved to be an effective mechanism 
promoting inter-agency cooperation and communication. 
The other sites either had no conception of how to 
implement a coordinating function or no interest. 

Overall, the program did result in a few localized 
improvements, but failed to bring. about inc~eased 
awareness of misdemeanant processlng, more lnter
agency coordination in pursuit of greater efficiency, 
or improved management. Thus, with the single . 
exception of Kalamazoo, there was no demolJ,Stratlon 
of the program's central goal. 

Despite this overall failure to demonstrate the program's central 

goal, there were components in all sites that resulted in significant 

i~raprovements in case handling. The most notable of these were: 

• the Las Vegas pretrial ,release component--which 
facilitated the release of a large number of detainees; 
brought greater equity to pretrial release decisions; 
and resulted in savings in detention costs; 

• the Las Vegas CC component--which gave lower court 
judges a deferred sentencing option; allowed defen
dants to receive counseling or se~~ice referral before 
sentencing; and provided judges with PSI information to 

• 
use in sentencing; and 

the columbia case screening component--which brought 
chargil'lg responsibility'to the Solic;i.tor' s Office; 
reduced the backlog of cases and jmproved the 
quality of dispositions by weeding out meritless 
cases. 
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In addition to the lltunediate benefits of these components, it 

should be recognized that the program has resulted in changes which, 

while not producing any dramatic short-term improvements, should 

produce better case handling 'in the future, in both specific and 

general ways. In Wilmington, Kalamazoo, and Las Vegas, the introduc

tion of new f(jrms and/or procedures for the issuance of citations and/or 

summons should contribute to greater use of these arrest alternatives 

in the future. Agencies have become familiar with the use of these 

alternatives, have developed policies for their use, have begun to 

recognize the potential benefits from this use, and haye become aware 

of factors limiting both use and benefits. 

Perhaps more significantly, all four sites have made changes 

(dramatic, in some cases) in the informat.ion systems employed in 

local prosecutor's offices. Although, it is difficult to anticipate 

the broad changes that will result from the introduction of PROMIS 

or PROMIS-related methods, capabilities for data gathering and 

aggregation and case management are being expanded in all four sites. 

There was no component in the ILCCH program that required as many 

resources, and as much time or commitment as PROMISe 

It should be recognized that one of the major goals' of Federal 

demonstration programs--the int~oduction of change and the promotion 

of innovation in localities--is a most difficult one, given often 

intransigent philosophies, political pressures, and the limited fis

cal resources of local governments. The ILCCH program attempted to 

introduce a whole set of procedures and projects, many of which repre

sented innovations in the local criminal justice systems involved in 

the ~rogram. From this perspective, the failure of many components to 

be institutionalized (or even properly implemented and operated) was 

not surprising. 
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'n pretrial release proj ect l. 

'ects in columbia, and pro] , 

Las 

Even though components like the 

SOp and pretrial release 
Vegas, the t institutionalized, thel.r 

Castle County, were nO 
case screening in New they found as ILCCH components. 

t olhatever use h 
meaning may extend pas'· h were tried and, t us, 

'uriCldictions, t ey I 
As new concepts for these]', f operational features, goa s 

ti in terms 0 familiar enti es . , For this reason, 
became more d effectl.veness. 

an
d purposes, and potential UEies an : h they are more 

, 1 to be tried agal.n, w en 
they are probably more ll.ke y t local needs, 

be better shaped to mee 
d Id when they can. effec-

clearly nee ~. , t and operate them more 
the localities can ;lmplemen 

and when 

tive1y. 
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11.0 PROGRAM PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

The results of the ILCCH program, summarized in the previous 

section, were shaped by a range of variables that adversely influenced 

the processes of component and program development, implementation, 

and operation. Both the individual site documents(24) and this docu

ment identified many of these variables and examined the way in which 

they affected a component or the program as a,whole. These variables 

included: 

• the lack of a real or specific need for a particular 
component in the criminal justice system or in an agency; 

• the limited effective capability to implement, manage 
and "sell" a program; 

• the lack of interest and commitment of specific 
individuals or agencies sufficient to make changes 
in existing procedures; 

• a variety of legal and procedural restrictions related 
either to the eomponent or to an agency and its 
o.perations; and 

• attitudes and perceptions of ILCCH program and agency 
personnel related to the undesirability or costs 
inherent in certain components. 

If one examines the variables listed above, hO~1ever, it is 

apparent that many of them were largely determined by the processes 

of program definition and site selection conducted at the national 

level. In other words, the nature of the program concept and the 

nature of site selection, were probably responsible in large part 

for the problems encountered by the ILCCH program in the various 

sites. 

11.1 The ILCCH Program Concept 

The ILCCH program, as initially developed at the national 

level suffered in two major respects. Although it was represented 

as a "program," it was essentially a collection of previously

tested elements, designated as a "program" by the simple fact of the 
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inclusion of a coordinating position, the Ma.ss Case Coordinator (MCC). 

Second, although an integrated, system-wide approach to the problem 

of "assembly-line justice" was targeted, the components fostered a 

limited, and non-flexible approach to an extremely ·complex issue-.... 

misdemeanant processing. 

The selection of the seven components wh~ch had been previously 

employed in other jurisdictions had no expli~it rationale except that 

they spanned criminal processing from arrest to sentencing, targeted 

a mole rational use of criminal justice resources, and, in one way 

or another, tried to address the overload problems of the lower 

courts. However, a multitude of other procedural alternatives could 

have been specified to fit the same criteria. Further, in many 

respects, selected offender probation (SOP) seemed an appendage, 

added on to insure that the criminal justice process was spanned by 

the program. In point of fact, the inclusion of such a labor-intensive 

component able to affect so few misdemeanants, was incongruous and 

inconsistent with the nature of the other components. 

Similarly, the implementation of PROMIS--involving the develop

ment and operation of. a new informa tiCll· system for the entire prose

cutor's office--seemed a dubious choice for the lower court program. 

Not only did the lengthy imple~entation time conflict with the. 

program's goal of quickly demonstrating improved misdemeanant handling, 

but the desire to develop the system was almost always a product of 

concerns with felony rather than misdemeanor processing. 

The illusion of a program was heightened by the specification 

of a number of supposed linkages or inte~actions between components. (25) 

Most of these interactions~-for example, the contribution of cita-

tion and 13ummons to the screening process--seem either far-fetched 

or not particularly significant. In fact, instead of contributing 
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to screening, citations ~vere often disfavored in prosecutors' offices 

/)because they meant that the case would not be screened before arraign

ment. 

Many of the specified inter-component connections were of an 

information·-sharing nature; these connections rarely materialized 

in the program. For example, PROMIS and screening were expected to 

contribute to pretrial release data collection; yet pretrial release 

interviews are often conducted within twenty-four hours of arrest~ 

rendering the information-sharing ~nfeasible. In fact in Columbia, 

the pretrial proj ect\provided information for PROMIS! Theoretically, 
:;,. 

the specified information-sharing amongst pretrial n~lease, PSI 
I 

reports, and probation, could take place because of commonalities 

in information; the "resource savings in many instances would be 

considerable.,,(26) This was improbable, however, because information

sharing is not likely to remove the necessity\of conducting separate 

interviews, since each of these functions seeks slightly different 

types of information. Pretrial release collects information predic

tive of court appearance; presentence investigations collect informa

tion relevanF to sentencing decisions; and probation collects 

treatment-oriented information. In fact, in Kalamazoo, probation 

officers insisted on collecting their own client information rather 

than allow presentence investigators to perform the function. 

The final assurance, however, that the ILCCH program would be 

a "program," rather than a set of discrete practices, was embodied 

in the MCC position. This individual, who was to work for the 

entire system and not just an agency, would integrate program efforts 

and develop a cooperative. venture for the criminal justice agencies 

involved. Yet, with no real clarification of his role, without 

specified tasks; and with no base of power, the MCC role proved to 

be a bogus designation. The grand goals of inter-agency cooperation 
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and communication in pursuit of common purposes were not new to 

comm·· unl.'ty·, the many and varied impediments and criminal justice 

disincentives to these goals would hardly vanish by designating 

individual as the solution •. 

the 

an· 

It had been suggested early on that the MCC might be an indepen-

own staff and without age,ncy affiliation; this dent person with his 

and it had the effect of leaving was clearly the case in Wilmington 

the MCC vulnerable, without a base of power or support. In Columbia, 

aff iliation, this.c tended to alienate where the MCC did have agency 

In el.'ther case, it had been note~ by program other agencies. 

was crl.'tic.al for the MCC to be accepted and respE~cted planners that it 

by the criminal justice community. How this was to come about was 

not clear, however. 

The Kalamazoo experience provides a clear indication that the 

a vl.'able MCC role--one that would have broad key to implementing 

d C learly defined powers and responsibilities--~ agency support, an 

lies in the operat ion of a committed, inter-agency council. It I"eems 

evident, in retrospect, that only such a group can provide broad 

d ' , f t' on Additidnally, and representative support for a coor l.Uatl.ng unc l. • 

while the MCC was concerned with the specifics of component imple-, 

mentation, the council cpuld assume the broader responsibilities of 

t processl.:ng in its totality, setting local policy examining misdemeanan 

in that area, and acting outside of the specific program parame:ters. 

Thus, an inter-agency coordinating council should have been marldatE;d 

as the central element of the ILCCH program with the MeC serving as 

the "action arm" of the council. In this'way, the coordinating 

f 11 embodied in and conducted by' all function WOUld. have been orma y 

h becoml.'ng the somewhat unrealistic missiqn of agencies, rather t an 

a single individual. 
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In addition to the lack of a clear program concept and viable 

mechanisms for coordination, the ILCCH program suffered from the 

limited and non-flexible nature of the components represented. 

Although all of the seven cOmponents might offer something to 

improve case processing, the program experience made it clear that 

many of them were not relevant or useful to specific agencies in 

specific jurisdictions and, thus, should not have been attempted. 

All of the jurisdictions wasted some resources trying to implement 

certain components. Additionally, because the seven components ~ 

the program, the MCC often adopted the narrower framework of component

by-component implementation rather than examining processing needs and 
procedures in general. 

There is no obvious reason why a wider range of procedural and 

mechanisms and strate ies could not have been 
offered as art of the ro ram with the sites choosin 

to develop a "tailor-made" program. As mentioned earlier, courtroom 

operations--obviously, a critical juncture in case processing--were 

not targeted by the program. Thus, problems like jury utilization, 

witness management, docketing, and so On were not addressed despite 

their obvious relevance to the issue of "assembly-line justice." 

The whole question of trial delay and strategies designed to address 

delay were never mentioned. In short, the lower court's program never 
got into the courts. 

Similarly, there seems to be no reason why a range of diversion 

and correctional alternatives could not have been offered rather than 

the somewhat "over-tested" concept of intensive supervision repre

sented in selected offender probation. The court counseling program 

developed in Las Vegas is one example of a deferred sentencing 

alternative which can affect hundreds of misdemeanants. Its 
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on the fact that misdemeanor probation development was predicated 

and, thus, they did not have to pursue was not possible in Nevada 

an SOP component. 

Components did not recogn~ze The selection of the o the diversity 

concomitant diversity of strategies that of the lower courts and the 

o e case handling, or the complexities would be necessary to ~prov 0 (27) t 
of the problems themselves. Recent stud~eZ~?' 0 of the lower cour s 

t rms of size, phasized the variation in lower courts ~n e 
have em es of case 

location, methods of disposing of cases, sourc 0 0 g
eographic 0 drs. 1t 1S 

processing pressures, and even attitudes towards m1S emeano , 

clear that new operat10ns o and management techniques must be adapted 

1 Alfini and Doan have t For examp e, and suited to specific cour s. 

noted that: 

dispose of the bul~ S';nce the urban courts i .! 

... tiat on '. 'of their cases through plea nego , 
management innovations for urban cour~s 

h Id direct more attention to th~ p ea 
s ou SO il rly 81nce tiation process. 1m a , 
~~:orural courts dispose of th~ ~u~klof 
their cases by guilty plea at :n1tl'~or 
appearance, management innovat~ons 

, ru:r.al courts should allo~ate t?Z8) 
courts 1 resources accord1ngly. 

examine the complexiti~s Instead of encouraging th~ sites to 

courts and procedures for handling and problems of their own lower 

d d to induce the same misdemeanan.ts, the seven components ten e 

1 th t was inherent in a roach to lower court prob ems a 
type of pp 0 d tailed analysis of procedures the program concept. By conduct1ng a e . \' 

";. b 1 cting a "ta:Por-1 in lower-court case handling, y se e.," 
and prob ems . Of 0 the manner in which made" set of nee e d d components, and by spec~ y1ng .~ 

w.ould be augmentedpr integrated with new techexisting procedures 

sites might have been aboe to move niques to' address problems, the 

i t misdemeanor case towards integrated solut ons 0 

-. . '. ". 
'-
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Finally; thE! inter-agency councils could have been the vehicles for I 

all of theSE! activities, giving credence to the poorly perceived 

importance of misdemeanors, misdemeanants, and the lower courts in 
the criminal justice system .. 

11.2 Site Selection 

The second major factor affecting progra~ outcomes was the 

site selection process. The time frame for the program dictated 

"chat both site selection and grant application take place in an 

extremely short period of time (see Section 1.3). The haste with 

which these processes were conducted and the necessity of having at 

least four sites participate meant fi~st, that some sites Would be 

selected in the absence of evidence of interest or capability and, 

second, th,.;J.t all of the sites would begin the program with almost no 

analysis of misdemeanor case processing problems or explicit plans for 
component implementation. 

The most obvious errors in site selection were the deCiSions to 

include Wilmington and Columbia in the p:r'ogram. There was little 

evidence of interest or commitment on the part of criminal justice 

agencies in New Castle County an>i:: .. in many cases, there was little 

understanding of the component~ or of their purposes. These factors 

became particularly eViiIent as the MCC began the task of component 

implementation. He found corrections' agencies without a strong 

need for the pretrial release, short form PSI reports, and SOP com

ponents, and thus, uninterested; there were procedural difficultiE~s 
limiting the utility of citation and summons; and the Attorney 

General's Office's interest in screening was mostly a result of the 

fact that it would temporarily provide additional prosecutorial 

personnel. The program outcomes--limited component implementation, 

use, and institutionalization __ were not unexpected given the low 

interest in the ILCCH program in New Castle County. 
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Goluihbia also evidenced limited interest in most of the com-
Ii 

ponents; 'iin fact, two of the co~ponents--citations a~d summons--could 

not be ini:plemented under state law. More important, there was little 

evidence 'of a strong capability to implement a program requiring 

broad agency support and cooperation. The fact that most criminal 

justice agencies (including the court~) were never involved in the 

Columbia ILCCH program, or were even aware of. it, reflected the 

quality of the adrIdnistration and management. of the program by the 

Solicitor's Office. What did survive in Columbia were the two 

components related to prosecutional operations, PROMIS and case 

screening; otherwise the program never got out of the Solicitor's 

Office. 

Las Vegas and Kalamazoo suffered more from the limited nature 

of the components offered than from any lack of commitment or capa

bility. With little time for analysis or planning, both sites went 

ahead with implementation of all components, only to find, in some 

cases, a limited need f?r a component. Las Vegas was the only site 

with lower courts characterized by "massive caseloads" and "assembly

line justice," and the ILCCH program simply could not offer the addi

tional judicial resources or institute the type of organizational 

and/or legislative changes needed to remedy this problem. 

In sum, the ILCCH program began with a limited and rather 

inflexible program concept consisting of: (a) a set of procedures 

and processes for improving case handling and resource allocation 

and (b) a coordinating position. Given a program of this sort, suc

cessful demonstration of even the majority of the components, much 

less the coordinating function, demanded. an extremely comprehensive 

and analytical site selection process. Instead site selection an;d 

grant preparation were conducted rapidly and without careful analysis 

so that the program/component .implementation often took plac.e in a 
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confused environm~nt of agency disinterest and misunderstanding, 

complicated by the inter-agency and inter-jurisdictional nature of 

the pr~gram. The result was a hit-and-miss pattern of limited imple

mentat~on, use, savings, and institutional-izat-ion • ...... All sites had 
a few components which were~5E']:atively successful in terms of intro

ducing new techniques orp~~cedures into case 
handling which either 

realized or pro . d 
m~se to realize significant u~e and resource savings. 

With the exce t' f K 1 P ~on 0 a amazoo, however, none of the sites demon-
strated even minimally the major goal of the . 

program--~proved case 
handling through a management-oriented approach which capitalizes 
on the inter-dependencies of the system d f 

an asters greater .inter-
agency cooperation and communication. 
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